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ABSTRACT 
BAKAS (Water supply and environmental sanitation) unit of Ministry of Health was first 
introduced in 1974 for controlling water and vector borne diseases by providing safe 
water supply and sanitation facilities for rural areas. A cross-sectional study was 
conducted to study the potability of rural water systems such as Gravity Feed System 
(GFS), Over Head Tank (OHT), Direct Connection (DC) and Air Kelantan Sdn. Bhd. 
(AKSB) water connections supplies by BAKAS unit in Tanah Merah and Pasir Puteh, 
Kelantan. A total of 325 households from different villages were selected using 
multistage random sampling. Data were collected using 3 methods; interviewed using 
structured questionnaire regarding the consmner satisfaction on the quality and the 
quantity of the rural water supply, water sampling for physical, chemical and 
microbiology, and sanitary survey to estimate the risk of water contamination. The results 
of the water analysis were compared with the permissible level from Ministry of Health 
Malaysia. Parameters that have violations are, presence E.Coli (54.3o/o), pH (55.2%), 
colour (2.5%), turbidity (29.3%), free residual chlorine (86.7%), ammonia (3.7%), iron 
(3.7o/o) and phosphate (16.7%). No violation found in conductivity, total hardness, total 
dissolved solid, sulphate and nitrate in all water samples. Results also shows that the most 
unpotable rural water system is the GFS in which all the samples taken are contaminated 
with E. coli. Comparing the 2 types of well system, OHT are better than DC. The most 
potable water system is AK.SB water connection in which only 3. 8% are contaminated. 
Majority of the consumer (75.3%) are very satisfied with the water system although 66.2 
xi 
o1o are still complaining of not enough water supply. This is one of the worrying situations 
because they used alternative water sources that are usually not safe and not monitored by 
the MOH. Sanitary survey showed that GFS is more at risk for contamination compared 
with OHT and DC. Thus the water potability in Tanah Merah and Pasir Puteh is still not 
very satisfactory. The condition could be improved by community participation in all 
aspects of water supply and sanitation schemes including planning, design, construction, 
operation and maintenance the BAKAS projects. Health education on good personal 
hygiene also can help in preventing the water-borne diseases. 
xii 
ABSTRAK 
KAJIAN POTABILITI SISTEM BEKALAN AIR LUAR BANDAR DI 
DAERAH TANAH MERAH DAN PASIR PUTEH, KELANTAN 
Unit BAKAS (Bekalan Air dan Kebersihan Alam Sekeliling) Kementerian Kesihatan 
Malaysia mula diwujudkan pada tahun 1974 untuk mengawal penyakit bawaan air dan 
vektor melalui pembekalan air minum yang selamat dan kemudahan kebersihan di luar 
bandar. Kajian hirisan lintang telah dijalankan untuk mengetahui tentang potabiliti 
berbagai sistem bekalan air yang disediakan oleh unit BAKAS seperti sistem air bukit, 
telaga tiub dengan tangki, telaga terbuka tanpa tangki dan juga lain-lain sistem seperti 
sambungan air AKSB. Kampung-kampung luar bandar yang terpilih sebagai kawasan 
kajian adalah terletak di daerah Tanah Merah dan Pasir Puteh selepas melakukan kaedah 
persampelan rawak berperingkat. Sejumlah 325 rumah pengguna terpilih dimana 82 
rumah dari GFS, 80 rumah dari OHT, 84 rumah dari DC dan 79 rumah dari AKSB. Data 
dikumpulkan melalui 3 cara iaitu dengan temuramah pengguna menggunakan soalan 
berstruktur berkenaan dengan kepuasan pengguna tentang kualiti dan kuantiti bekalan air 
yang dibekalkan, analisa mutu contoh air dari segi mikrobiologi, fizikal dan kimia, dan 
kajian kebersihan ke atas setiap sistem air untuk menentukan tahap risiko untuk 
dikontaminasi. Keputusan analisa contoh air akan dibandingkan dengan paras yang 
dibenarkan dari Kementerian Kesihatan Malaysia. Parameter yang didapati melanggar 
piawai adalah kewujudan E.Coli (54.3%), pH (55.2%), warna (2.5%), kekeruhan 
(29.3%), baki bebas klorin (86.7%), ammonia (3.7%), iron (3.7%) and phosphat (16.7o/o). 
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Tiada perlanggaran bagi konduktiviti, jumlah keliatan air, jumlah pepejal terlarut, sulfat 
and nitrat dalam semua contoh air dari keempat-empat sistem air luar bandar. Keputusan 
kajianjuga menunjukkan bahawa surnber air GFS merupakan sistem air yang paling tidak 
potabel dimana semua contoh air yang diambil adalah mengandungi E.coli. Sambungan 
air AKSB pula merupakan bekalan air yang paling potabel dimana hanya 3. 8% contoh air 
adalah positif dengan E. coli. Dibanding tahap potabiliti dari 2 buah sistem telaga, OHT 
adalah lebih baik dari DC. Pada keseluruhannya, 75.3% pelanggan adalah sangat 
berpuashati dengan kualiti air minum tetapi masih terdapat 66.2 o/o mengalami masalah 
kekurangan bekalan air yang tidak menentu. Ini merupakan salah satu masalah besar 
kerana mereka ini akan menggunakan sumber air altematif yang biasanya tidak bersih 
dan tidak dikawal oleh Kementerian Kesihatan. Kajian kebersihan menunjukkan GFS 
adalah lebih terdedah kepada kontaminasi yang teruk berbanding sistem OHT dan DC. 
Pada kesimpulannya, potabiliti sistem air luar bandar yang dibekalkan oleh unit BAKAS 
di Tanah Merah dan Pasir Puteh adalah masih tidak memuaskan Keadaan ini boleh 
diperbaiki dengan kerjasama dari masyarakat setempat dalam kerja -kerja yang berkaitan 
dengan bekalan air bersih dan juga kemudahan kebersihan termasuklah diperingkat 
perancangan, pembinaan, operasi dan penyelenggaran sesuatu projek. Pendidikan 
kesihatan tentang amalan kebersihan diri yang baik turut membantu dalam menghalang 
penyakit bawaan air dari merebak. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Water is an essential nutrient. Each person drinks an average of 2. 0 litres of fluids daily, 
depending on body size, body metabolism, physical activity and environmental 
conditions. Potable water in Malaysia should be a public water supply that meets the 
National Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality, with respect to its physical, chemical 
and microbiological characteristics (WHO, 2000). Thus, the quality and the potability of 
water is very important, as contaminated water may cause food and water-borne diseases, 
skin and eyes disorders and other organ problems (Shukur, 1997). The provision of 
effective sanitation programmes and access to safe drinking water has been major 
problems for many developing countries. 
Water quality was recognized as the foundation for any health improvement strategy, 
accompanied by programmes for increased water quantity and sanitation. However, in the 
absence of changes in personal behaviour and hygiene practices, the incidence of water-
related diseases, especially diarrhoeal illness, is likely to remain high in contaminated 
environments, where the faecal-oral route is a major source of disease transmission 
(Kravitz et al., 1999). The challenges confronting the water supply sector in Malaysia is 
not only to ensure adequate and continuous water supply to all residents but also to 
ensure that it is able to meet the ever more stringent water quality standards consistently 
(Tan, 1997). The provision of good quality water is considered an important preventive 
health measures, as this is directly responsible for the reduction in the incidence of many 
of the common water-borne diseases such as cholera, typhoid, dysentery and viral 
hepatitis (Sugunan, 1983). 
1.1: Why rural water system? 
According to WHO in 1998, more than 1 billion people do not have ready access to an 
adequate and safe water supply, and a variety of physical, chemical and biological agents 
render many water sources unhealthy. More than 800 million of those unserved live in 
rural areas. Urban areas generally have. higher coverage than rural areas. In cities, water 
is often provided to districts whose populations can pay for services (WHO, 1998). The 
monitoring of drinking water quality in Malaysia has been going on for more than 50 
years as an important component of the Health Service Program and was implemented by 
the respective District Health Offices in Malaysia. However, the program that existed was 
not effectively carried out throughout the country and only takes the routine sampling and 
filing away the results of laboratory analyses, with little follow-up and corrective action 
(Sugunan, 1983). The Ministry of Health only monitored regularly the quality of treated 
water from treatment plant and not from rural water systems and the success of 
implementation is still questionable. 
Figure 1 showed that Kelantan had the highest percentage (47.9o/o) of unsatisfactory (not 
potable) water samples from rural BAKAS project in 1999. The 1980s was the 
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International Water Supply and Sanitation Decade (IDWSSD). The goal was to improve 
health through national and international collaborative efforts by the development of self-
reliant and sustainable safe community water supply and sanitation programmes for all by 
1990. The main target was rural and urban unserved populations. 
Figure 1: Percentage of unsatisfactory (not potable) water sampling from MOH project 
by state in 1999. 
60 
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Source: Engineering Division of Environmental Health Unit, MOH, 2000. 
In l983 , with the assistance of WHO, the national drinking water quality monitoring and 
surveillance programme was given a face- lift. MOH intensified the surveillance 
programme both in urban and rural areas in order to fulfill the expected increased 
3 
demands for potable water with the rapid expansion of economic development in the 
country. 
1.2: BAKAS unit, Ministry of Health 
The objectives of environmental health program are to assess and control the physical, 
chemical and non-human biological forces of the environment, which may adversely 
affect the health and social well being of public. BAKAS (Water Supply and 
Environmental Sanitation) unit was first introduced in 1974 to control water and vector-
borne diseases through supplying safe water supply and sanitation facilities for rural areas 
(Engineering division of Environmental Health Unit, 1999). The Environmental Health 
Engineering activities under Ministry of Health have 4 core programmes (MOH, 1998): 
a. Water supply and environmental sanitation programme including BAK.AS 
b. National drinking water quality monitoring and swveillance programme including 
K.MAM 
Environmental health protection programme c. 
d. Clinical waste management programme 
One of the objectives of water supply and environmental sanitation programmes is to 
provide adequate safe water to the rural community. The programme incorporates simple 
technological principles that emphasized on simple design, construction and 
maintenance. The requirement for the system is to deliver sufficient quantities of water 
that meets the basic health and hygiene requirement at minimum cost. These systems 
produce untreated but wholesome water and therefore the rural people are advised to boil 
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their drinking water. The types of systems installed throughout rural areas in Malaysia 
are: 
1. Gravity Feed System (GFS) 
2. Sanitary wells such as Over Head Tank (OHT), Direct Connection (DC) 
3. Rainwater collection (not available in Kelantan) 
The development of rural water supply in the water supply and environmental 
programme was planned according to the 5-year Malaysia development plan. The overall 
status of rural water supply coverage is about 91.36%, which represent 1,735,004 rural 
houses with Malaysia populations of 8,905,484 (MOH, 1998). Table 1 showed that there 
was a decrease in percentages of BAKAS project from 28.84% in 1998 to 13.72% in 
2000. The percentages of houses with no safe water supply actually increased 9.82% 
from 1998 to 2000 and this is a worrying situation. Some measures must be taken to 
overcome this problem. 
Table 1: Percentage of houses with rural water supply and percentage of houses with no 
water supply in Kelantan 
TYPE OF WATER SUPPLY 1998 2000 
MOH ( BAKAS PROJECT) 28.84 13.72 
AIR KELANTAN SDN BHD 34.22 40.53 
OTHER AGENCIES 11.70 10.69 
NO CLEAN WATER SUPPLY 25.24 35.06 
TOTAL 100.00 100.00 
Source: State Health Director Office, 1998 & 2000 
s 
Comparing with other states in Malaysia as shown in Figure 2, Kelantan also has the 
highest percentage (23.8%) of houses with no safe water supply. 
Figure 2: Percentages of houses with no safe water supply by states in 1999. 
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Source: Annual report on BAKAS program, engineering unit, MOH 2000 
1.2.1: Types of rural water supply that are concern in this study 
Gravity Feed System (GFS) 
This is one of the BAKAS rural water projects that serve public water supply, providing 
untreated water to the rural communities, using spring water from uninhabited 
catchments areas, which are relatively free from contamination (MOH, 1983 ). This 
system was constructed with a hillside concrete and stone silt box connected by, an 
underground pipe to a village tap. Water source is located at a higher level (e.g hill, 
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mountain) than consumer house and uses gravity for the water to flow. This system can 
supply 300 to 500 houses depends on the capacity of the water to flow continuously, the 
size of the pipe and optimum pressure. 
Tube well with overhead tank (OHT) 
The selected tube wells for this study are of the drilled type because these types of tube 
well are nearly always potable when constructed and located to prevent pollution (Lehr et 
a/, 1980). This system can supply up to 30 to 50 and sometimes a hundred houses 
depending on the depth of the well and water level. Electric pump, which is provided by 
the BAKAS unit, was used to pump up the water from the well to the overhead tank 
instead of using hand-pump or bucket with rope. The maximum depth can be as deep as 
30 meters depending on the types of soil and water level. Refer to Appendix B. 
Open dug well with no tank I direct connection to the house (DC) 
This is the cheapest type of well construction and can be done manually by villagers. This 
system can only supply 1 to 2 houses and use electric pwnp for it to function well. No 
tank is provided. Usually the well was up-graded from the old unsanitary well to sanitary 
well. The well depth can be as about 6 to 15 meters depending on the type of soil. The 
diameter of the well is usually 90 to 120 centimeters. Refer to Appendix B. 
Air Kelantan Sdn Bhd (AKSB) water connection 
AKSB water connection was purposely chosen for "other" types of rural water system. 
This system produced treated water with a conventional method involving process of 
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aeration, flocculation, sedimentation, filtration and chlorination. BAKAS unit provided 
all the piping and water connection from the main pipe to the consumer house. The 
consumers just need to pay the water bills every month to AKSB. In Tanah Merah there's 
5 water treatment plants whereby in Pasir Puteh, only 1 water treatment plant is available. 
Figure 3 showed that in year 1999, DC is the most preferable rural water system (48%) in 
Kelantan because it is cheaper, easy construction and suitable for small water project 
Others refer to estates, school and other privatized rural water system. 
Figure 3: Percentage of rural water system by BAKAS project in Kelantan, 1999. 
1~ 
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Source: Annual report on BAKAS program, engineering unit, MOH, 2000 
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1.3: Background of the study area 
Kelantan has 10 administrative districts and only 6 districts have all 4 types of rural water 
systems by BA.KAS unit, MOH. The districts are Gua Musang, Jeli, Machang, Kuala 
Krai,Tanah Merah and Pasir Puteh. Tanah Merah and Pasir Puteh were selected by using 
multistage random sampling method. Pasir Puteh located at the coastal area with a total 
number of 4611 (21. 85%) houses for 103 189 population in rural areas used BAKAS 
water system in 1998. Pasir Puteh have a total number of 9 GFS projects, 184 of OHT 
projects and 133 of DC projects till year 1999. Tanah Merah is located in the inner part of 
Kelantan and BAKAS project supply up to 3675 (18.07%) houses for 93 181 population 
(MOH, 1998). Tanah Merah have a total number of 25 GFS projects, 38 OHT projects 
and 65 DC projects till year 1999. Refer to Appendix A. 
1.4: Justification of study 
Surface water and underground water are the most important sources of drinking water in 
Kelantan. Groundwater is a very important source of water supply .It is relatively clean 
and less affected by weather. However, with rapid development and increasing number of 
chemical being released into the environment, the possible impact on bodies of water 
becomes a major concern. Drinking water monitoring is one of the interesting subjects in 
environmental health and water quality is an important issue for many years especially in 
Kelantan. At present, the monitoring and surveillance programme is limited to urban 
distribution system and some remote systems in plantation. 
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This is an exploratory study and neither similar study was done before nor there's any 
baseline data available. Thus, this study further extended to include all types of public 
water supplies in rural areas. Random sampling was carried out in individual houses and 
establishments to cover the water quality in storage tanks and household plumbing. This 
study was undertaken to assess the quality of drinking water in Kelantan in tenns of its 
chemical, physical and microbiological characteristics. The study findings were to serve 
as a baseline data for efforts to improve rural water supplies and for comparison, when 
actions have to be considered subsequent to demographic shifts and water impoundment. 
It also aims to provide baseline infonnation for future monitoring studies especially 
improving the quality and quantity of rural drinking water in Malaysia. 
1.5: Conceptual framework 
Refer to Figure 4. 
lO 
Figure 4: Flow chart showed the conceptual framework of factors contributing to 
contamination and the potability of rural water system and the adverse effect of the 
unpotable drinking water. 
Landfill 
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1.6: Objectives 
1.6.1: General 
To study the potability of rural water supplies by BAKAS unit, Ministry of Health in 
Kelantan. 
1.6.2: Specific 
1. To assess the physical, chemical & microbiological parameters of drinking water 
from various rural water systems in Tanah Merah and Pasir Puteh districts. 
2. To compare the potability of the 4 types of rural water systems. 
3. To study consumers satisfactions on the quality and quantity of rural water supply. 
4. To determine the level of risk for contamination for each type water system based 
on total sanitary survey score. 
1.7: Research hypothesis 
There is a difference in the potability of drinking water from the 4 types of rural water 
systems. 
12 
CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1: Water resources management 
The most precious fluid on earth is not oil, but water. There are few challenges as 
important as conserving the world's usable water and supplying clean drinking water and 
water for irrigation to those who need it. Of all water on earth, 97.5% is salt water, and of 
the remaining 2.5% fresh water, some 70% is frozen in the polar icecaps. The other 30% 
is mostly present as soil moisture or lies in underground aquifers. In the end, less than 
1 % of the world's fresh water (or about 0.007% of all water on earth) is readily 
accessible for direct hwnan uses. It is found in lakes, rivers, and reservoirs and in 
underground sources shallow enough to be tapped at affordable cost. Evaporation and 
precipitation make this water available on a sustainable basis (WHO, 2000). 
The move to provide safe water to improve public health was started by John Snow back 
in 1845 in London, UK. International Conference on Primary Health Care in Alma Ata in 
1978 had set targets that by the year 2000 all people would have access to safe drinking 
water and that pollution of water sources would no longer pose a threat to health 
(Anonymous, 1999). Water management is becoming increasingly comprehensive and 
complicated due to larger concentrations of population, commercial activities and 
13 
industries around the cities and towns, increasing water consumption, increasing water 
pollution, increasing land use conflicts and climate changes (M. Azhar, 1999). 
In Indian Government, 1999, nonns for providing potable drinking water stipulate that 40 
litres per capita per day ( 1 pcd) for humans may be provided for the purpose or drinking, 
cooking, bathing, washing utensils I house and ablution. Study by Robert et a/.(1993) 
found that in water-scarce areas such as in Lima, Peru, sanitary education programs 
probably would not change hygiene practices. In these areas, an adequate supply of water 
is essential for good hygiene. Data presented by Briscoe {1984) also showed that, if poor 
women in developing countries were to choose the mix of activities to be included in 
Primary Health Care programs, improved water supplies would frequently constitute part 
of that mix. 
2.2: Water potability 
WHO defined water quality as the proportion of samples or suppli~s that comply with 
guidelines values for drinking-water quality and minimum criteria for treatment and 
source protection (WHO, 1997). All raw water for rural public water supplies should be 
treated where applicable or at least be disinfected (MOH, 1990). Water is defined to be 
potable when it is free from apparent colour, turbidity, odour, and objectionable taste, 
carcinogenic, mutagenic or neurotoxic substances (Akbar, 1989). 
According to Drinking Water Quality Standard, drinking water must be clear, colourless 
and odourless. It must be pleasant to drink and free from all harmful organisms, chemical 
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substances and radionucleides in which could constitute a hazard to the health of the 
consumer (MOH, 1983). The quality of drinking water is measured in terms of its 
physical, chemical, radiochemical and microbiological characteristics. Saskatchewan 
Research Council only measured bacteria and nitrate levels to determine water potability. 
According to Health Act on safe drinking water regulation, potable water means water 
that meets the standards established by microbiological standards and is safe as a 
drinking water without further treatment (MOH, 1990). BAKAS unit of MOH also 
measure the bacteriological parameter as the main indicator for satisfactory or 
unsatisfactory water sampling (MOH, 2000). So in this study, the presence of Esherichia 
coli is the main parameter to determine water potability. All raw water for rural public 
water supplies shall also be treated where applicable or at least be disinfected. Pima 
County ( 1998) stated that, in recognition that taste, odour, colour and other aesthetic 
qualities are important factors in the public's acceptance of and confidence in a public 
water system, water delivered shall at all times must be potable. 
The "National Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality 1990" have been prepared by the 
Unit of Drinking Water Quality Surveillance, Ministry Of Health, Malaysia under the 
guidance of experts from WHO. Physical and chemical contamination emanating from 
natural geological sources, agricultural and industrial activities have to be monitored to 
ensure wholesome of drinking water and safety to consumers. The range of 
microbiological pathogen that can contaminate the drinking water is large, consisting of 
bacteria, viruses and intestinal parasites (WHO, 1996). 
~ 
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Changes in climate and rainfall will results in changes in the microbiological quality of 
water, both raw and in distribution. Alternative treatments for water may solve one 
particular problem but give rise to another (Watkins, 1993). 
2.3: Water sampling and water testing 
Water sampling involves transferring water from the original collection point to another 
location without causing any change in the properties. It is useless to make a highly 
accurate analysis of an improperly collected or handled sample. For meaningful water 
quality analyses, great care must be taken in the collection, transport and storage of water 
samples that such samples are representative of the water to be examined. Nowadays, 
water quality can be measured by arrays of equipment's with accuracy never been 
achieved before. 
2.4: Water-related problems and disease. 
The chemical constituents of natural water depend on geology, climate, topology and its 
biological contents. Agricultural, mining and industrial activity may influence the level of 
inorganic components in the water. The presence of elevated concentrations of 
undesirable elements may have adverse effects on human health and proper monitoring is 
needed to maintain good drinking water quality. The effect of drinking water, which 
exceeds the health advisory guidelines, wills depends on the type and degree of 
contamination, the amount of water consumed and the person's resistance to that 
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contamination, which depends on age and other coexisting health problems (Margie, 
1998). 
Chemically, groundwater is intimately related to the environment through which it is 
flowing. In Kelantan, Pedis, Kedah and Kelang Valley, the pattern of changes of 
chemical character of groundwater are similar (Ismail et al., 1993). Study by Shukur in 
1997 showed that the main sources of pollution of Sg.Langat, Selangor were from 
industries (52%), sewage treatment plants (31% ), animal husbandry including pig 
farming (4.0%) and construction sites (3.0%). The impacts of industrial developments on 
drinking water quality are due to recalcitrant organic and the deterioration of water 
quality of receiving streams ( Rakmi et al., 1990). 
The concentrations of heavy metals in drinking water in Sabah are below the permissible 
levels set by Ministry of Health. Nevertheless, in view of the rapid development and 
growing population, the quality of drinking water should be monitored in order to protect 
the public from the ill effect of any future development related pollution ( Dayang et 
a/.,1990). Chemical contaminants are not normally associated with acute effects and thus 
are in a lower priority category than microbial contaminants, the effects of which can be 
immediate and massive. Consideration of chemical contamination of drinking water is 
almost irrelevant where water-borne infections and parasitic diseases are rampant in a 
society (Gorchev, 1998). 
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Recent works in Rwanda, Thailand, Indonesia, Zambia and Nigeria by several 
researchers have shown high levels of fecal contamination of water used in the house. 
Very often safe and sanitary supplies have been developed by various agencies but when 
the water actually consumed is analyzed the levels of pollution detected are higher than 
the levels formed in unimproved supplies (WHO, 1997). 
There are 3 crucial concerns in relationship between water and health (WHO, 1992): 
1) The constraints faced by water-poor countries and their impact on human activities. 
2) The maintenance of water quality in the face of growing demand. 
3) The direct link between health and water, especially concerning diseases associated 
with insufficient and poor-quality water and with inadequate provision for the 
disposal of wastewater. 
Temporal variation tn drinking water turbidity, an increase in turbidity of 0.5 
nephelometric turbidity unit (NTU) at one ~f the plants was associated with relative risk 
for gastrointestinal events of 2.35 among children (95% CI=1.34, 4.12) and 1.17 among 
adults (95% CI=0.91, 1.52) (Robert, 1996). 
Communities with deteriorating water systems have more risk to spread illness unless 
water supplies are properly operated and maintained. Effective education to improve 
compliance of boiling water is needed (Frederick et al., 1997). But Environmental 
Protection Agency ( 1999) found that by boiling water contaminated with nitrate could 
. e the nitrate concentration and the potential risk since boiling water could reduce 
1ncreas 
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half of the water volume. Study by Win Kyi eta/. (1990) in Tumpat, Kelantan proved 
that the practice of boiling water needs to be accompanied with other aspects of hygiene 
and type of water supply influenced significantly the presence of bacteria. 
2.5: Water disinfections 
According to the Health Act on safe drinking water regulation of Malaysia, disinfections 
is a treatment process that kills or inactivates organisms, which are infectious or injurious 
to human health or are indicative of the presence of organisms which are infectious or 
injurious to human health (MOH, 1990). Chlorination is the most widely used method for 
disinfecting water supplies. It is convenient to use, effective against most waterborne 
pathogen. 
However, chlorination can result in formation of trihalomethanes (THJvi'S) and other 
halogenated hydrocarbons that are carcinogenic. Recently there has been interest in the 
relationship between byproducts of disinfections of public drinking water and certain 
adverse reproductive outcomes, including stillbirth, congenital malformations and low 
birth weight (Keegan, 2001 ). Study by Timothy ( 1997) also showed that exposure to 
chlorinating by products in drinking water is associated with increased risk of colon 
cancer. 
Study by Meri ( 1994) showed that the carcinogenic and mutagenic compounds found in 
chlorinated drinking water have raised concern over the potential long-term health effects 
of water chorination and chlorinating by-products. However, the recent study by Jakkola 
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et a/. (200 1) did not provide evidence that prenatal exposure to chlorination by products at 
the relatively low concentrations encountered in Norwegian drinking water increases the 
risk of the studied outcomes. 
Chlorinating by products is 10 to 100 folds higher in surface than in ground waters has 
provided a basis for exposure estimates in many epidemiological studies (Kenneth, 
1994 ). The choice of disinfecting requires weighing the disinfectant efficacy against the 
toxicity of the products produced. The production of chlorinating by-products depends on 
raw water quality and chlorinating practices. 
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3.1: Research design 
CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This is a cross-sectional study, which was conducted from 16 August 2000 till 29 July 
2001 in Tanah Merah and Pasir Puteh districts, Kelantan. 
3.2: Sampling Method 
3.2.1: Reference population 
All houses in rural areas that received water from Kelantan BAKAS project. 
3.2.2: Study population 
Houses received water supply from rural BAKAS projects in T.Merah and P.Puteh. 
Figure 5 showed the diagram on how the houses were selected by multistage random 
sampling. 
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Figure 5: Flow chart showing sampling procedure (multistage random sampling) 
KELANTAN 
1 
6 DISTRICTS (with all4 types of water supplies available) 
~nd~ 
Pasir Puteh Tanah Merah 
~ Simple random sampling ~ 
~illages in t~'mukims" ~ + Villagesf 5 "muki;" 
GFS OHT DC AKSB GFS OHT DC AKSB 
Simple random sampling 
3.3: Sample size calculation 
Sample size was determined using the formula of two proportions (Dobson, 1984) based 
on confidence interval of 95o/o, power of 90o/o, percentage of the potable water samples 
from OHT water system was 51.85% and DC water system was 25.00% from Pasir 
Puteh, BAKAS, MOH project in 1999 with 100% response rate. No data available for 
GFS and AKSB, so samples size cannot be calculated for other proportion value (P3 and 
p
1 
(Proportion of potable water samples from OHT water system)= 0.52 
Pz (Proportion of potable water samples from DC water system) = 0.25 
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Z a. (Confidence interval of95%)= 1.96 
z ~ (Power of the study 90%)= 1.28 
By using two proportions fonnula, 
n= lt (1- P1l..±,b (1- P2} (Z a+ Z p )2 
{Pt - p2 ) 2_ 
= 0.52 (1- 0.52) + 0.25 (1- 0.25) 
(0.52-0.25)2 
(1.96 + 1.28)2 
= 63 water samples from each types of rural water system. 
So the minimum total sample size needed was 252 ( 1 to 1 ratio). 
3.4: Research Instruments 
3.4.1: Questionnaire survey form. 
Questionnaires were asked from selected houses regarding their satisfaction on water 
quality and quantity with a total of 15 questions (WHO, 1997). The satisfactions on the 
taste, colour, odour and others parameters were asked. The response can be YES= 1 and 
NO=O. Taste and odour originate from natural and biological sources or processes, from 
contamination by chemicals, as a by-product of water treatment and may also develop 
during storage and distribution. These parameters may be indicative of some form of 
pollution or malfunction during water treatment or distribution. The taste and odour of 
drinking water should not be offensive to the consumer. However, there is an enormous 
variation in the level and quality of taste and odour that are regarded as acceptable. No 
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health-based guideline value is proposed for these parameters (WHO, 1993). Refer to 
Table 2 and Table 3. 
3.4.2: Water sampling and analysis 
Water sa~ples were taken from intexviewed household and analyzed on field I Drinking 
Water Quality Control (KMAM) laboratory at the Health Office. 14 parameters were 
tested and compared the violation with permissible level from MOH (Refer to table 2). 
Most of the water samples were analyzed on field for the chemical, physical and 
microbiological parameters by using standard measures/ instruments provided by MOH. 
All instruments are checked and calibrated regularly (at least every 2 weeks) by the 
Public Health Inspector so as to get a valid result. Refer to Table 3. 
a. Microbiological 
Sample collections - Bacteriological samples were collected by using aseptic technique. 
100 ml Qf pipe water was collected into sterilized whirl-pack thio bags and put into 
icebox during transportation to laboratory. 
Water analyses- The sampled water were filtered through a membrane filter with 0.45 
micro liter pore size. The membrane then was transferred to an absorbent pad (petri dish) 
and soaked with a selected medium ( Laury I Sulfate Broth) and incubated at 44 ° C for 16 
to l8 hours to allowed the enumeration concentration of E. coli (Millipore, 1992). E. coli, 
the most discriminating marker for faecal contamination, is the microbiological indicator 
of choice for drinking water potability and safety, especially in developing countries with 
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limited resources, where disinfection of water source is neither economically nor 
technically feasible (WHO, 1993). Study by Kravitz et a/.( 1999) also supports the WHO 
recommendation that E.coli should be the principal microbial potability indicator for 
untreated rural water supplies, which may contain nonspecific bacteria of unclear sanitary 
significance. Drinking water safety dictates that no E. coli should be present. Refer to 
Table 2 and Table 3. 
b. Physical 
For physical parameters such as pH, colour, turbidity free residual chlorine, temperature, 
conductivity and total dissolved solid need to be tested the field as soon as possible to get 
a valid result. Refer to Table 2 and Table 3. 
c. Chemical 
WHO ( 1993) selected some 120-priority chemicals for evaluation in the Guidelines for 
drinking water quality, and health-based levels of exposure were recommended for 95 of 
these. The selection of chemical for evaluation was guided by 3 main criteria: 
1. Substance presented a potential hazard for human health; 
2_ Substance was known to be present frequently and at relatively high concentrations in 
drinking water; 
3. Substance was international concern (WHO, 2000). 
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The chemicals tested were total hardness, total dissolved solid, ammonia, iron, sulphate, 
phosphate and nitrate. Only 7 chemical parameters were tested in this study due to: 
a. more cheaper & affordable (limited budget- RM25.00 for each water samples) 
b. easily done on field 
c. selected parameters that always have violation in Kelantan 
For chemicals such as test for ferum, sulphate, phosphate and nitrate were also done on 
field but for nitrogen ammonia and total hardness were done in KMAM laboratory at the 
specific health office because it involved hazardous chemicals and reagent. Refer to 
Table 2 and Table 3. 
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Table 2: List of parameters tested, the descriptions and the negative health effect of each 
parameter. 
PARAMETERS 
Microbiology 
1. E.coli 
Physical 
2. pH 
3. colour 
4. turbidity 
5. free residual chlorine 
r- 6. temperature 
7. conductivity 
SOURCES/ 
DESCRIPTION 
NEGATIVE 
EFFECT 
HEALTH 
Human and warm blooded Can cause diarrhea, cramps, 
mammal's fecal waste. nausea, headache and other 
symptoms. Indicator for 
fecal contamination. 
Very important parameter 
to ensure satisfactory waters 
clarification and 
disinfection. 
Due to presence of coloured 
orgaruc matter (primarily 
humic and fulvic acids) 
associated with the humus 
fraction of soil (strongly 
influenced by iron and other 
metals). 
Soil runoff 
Chlorine is the main 
disinfecting agent. 
No direct impact. Extreme 
values of pH can result in 
the contamination of 
drinking water and m 
adverse effects on its taste, 
odour and appearance. 
No health effects but may 
be the first indication of a 
hazardous situation. 
No health effects but can 
interfere with disinfection 
and provide a medium for 
microbial growth. 
Adverse effect with the 
chlorine by-products. 
No health effect. Cool water 
is generally more palatable 
than warm water. High 
water temperature enhances 
the growth of 
microorganisms and may 
increase taste, odour, colour 
and corrosion problems. 
Related to TDS, depends on -
chemical composition and 
ionic charges on water ions. 
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Table 2: continued .......... . 
Chemical 
8. total hardness Calcium and magnesium Hard water is not a health 
dissolved in water are the risk, but nuisance because 
two most common minerals of mineral buildup on 
that make water "hard'' fixtures and poor soap I 
detergent performance. 
Deposits In pipes may 
reduce water flow. 
9. total dissolved solid Originate from natural 
- comprise inorganic salts sources, sewage, urban run-
( eg; calcium, magnesium, off and industrial 
potassium, bicarbonates, wastewater. Concentration 
chlorides, sulfates) and of TDS depends on 
small amounts of organic geological regions owing to 
matter that are dissolved in differences in solubility of 
No health effects. However, 
the presence of high levels 
of TDS in drinking water 
may be objectionable to 
consumers. 
water. minerals. 
10. ammonia Originates from metabolic, 
agricultural and industrial 
Not of immediate health 
relevance but concentration 
of > 1.5 mg/1 may cause 
odour problem and > 35 
mg/1 may cause taste 
problems. It may also 
compromise disinfection 
efficiency. 
11. iron 
12. sulphate 
13. phosphorus 
~14. nitrate 
processes and from 
disinfection with 
chloramine. 
Natural deposits, corroded No health effects but can 
metal distribution pipes facilitates the growth of 
'iron bacteria' and high 
level may effect taste and 
may cause staining. 
Natural deposits, steel and Have a laxative effect 
metal industries, fungicide (diarrhea) that can lead to 
manufacturing dehydration especially tn 
infants. 
Natural deposits, In Inflammation of mucous 
fertilizer are called membrane, dermatitis, 
superphosphate conjunctivitis 
Runoff from fertilizer use, Methemoglobulinemia or 
leaching from septic tanks, "Blue baby syndrome" 1n 
sewage, erosion of natural infants under 6 months 
deposits 
Source: Guidelines for drinking-water quality, WHO (1996) 
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Table 3: Permissible level by MOH, the instruments and the reagent used for each item. 
PERMISSABLE INSTRillviENTS REAGENT/CHEMICAL 
TYPE OF LEVEL MOH USED USED 
ANALYSIS 
1. GROUP 1 
-BACTERIAL 
Faecal coliform 0 MILLIPORE SET Membrane Filtered Culture 
(specific for E. coli) (Whirl-pack thio bags, Broth 
pesterilized petri pad, 
Millipore filtration kit) 
-PHYSICAL 
pH 6.5-9.0 Portable Hach One pH -
Meter (Model 43800-
00) 
Colour 15 Hazen Colour Comparator -
Turbidity 5NTU Portable Turbidimeter -
(Model 21 OOP) 
Free residual >0.2mgll Hach Model DR 2000 DPD ( diethyl-para-
Chlorine Spectrophotometer phenylene diamine) free 
chlorine 
Temperature uc Temperature meter -
Total Hardness 100 (by manual) Titraver EDTA solution, 
Manver 2 Hardness powder 
pillow, Buffer solution 
Conductivity 100 mgll Conductivity ITDS -
Meter (Model 44600) 
2. GROUP2 
-CHEMICAL (mg/1) 
Total dissolved 500 Conductivity ITDS -
solid Meter (Model 44600) 
Ammonia (NHJ) 0.5 Hach Model DR 2000 Deionized water, mineral 
Spectrophotometer stabilizer, polyvinyl 
alcohol, Nessler reagent 
~-Iron (Fe) 0.3 Hach Model DR 2000 Ferrous iron reagent powder 
Spectrophotometer pillow 
3. GROUPJ 
-CHEMICAL 
- Sulphate(S04) 400 Hach Model DR 2000 Sulfaver 4 sulfate powder 
Spectrophotometer pillow 
'Phosphate 0.2 Hach Model DR 2000 Phosvers 3 phosphate 
Spectrophotometer powder pillow 
-Nitrate 10 Hach Model DR 2000 Nitrate 5 nitrate powder Spectrophotometer pillow 
-
(National Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality, MOH, 1990) 
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3.4.3: Sanitary survey form 
The forms were prepared by Engineering Services Division, MOH ( 1983) that includes 
specific checklist for each rural water system. Sanitary survey is an on-the-site inspection 
and evaluation of all conditions, devices and practices in the water supply system that 
poses or could pose a danger to the health and well being of the consumer. There is a 
need for both sanitary inspection and analysis to be complementary. There are many 
occasions when the source of contamination is not visible by sanitary inspection. Remote 
contamination of the aquifer (for groundwater), can only be detected by bacteriological or 
physical-chemical analysis. 
The survey may be partial or complete depending on circumstances (MOH, 1983 ). 
Researcher filled the sanitary survey form, by observation and asking information from 
the committee members for every water system. The forms contains specific checklist for 
each rural water system in which potential hazards are listed and numbered. GFS had 15 
items (K.KILB-1), OHT had 1.6 items (K.KILB-3) and DC had 17 items (KK/LB-2) that 
includes inspection from the water source until reached the consumer house. AKSB was 
not included because this system used different sanitary survey scoring method. Three 
levels scored the risks for contaminations, which is low, intermediate and high risk. The 
risk indicates potential danger to human health from a water source or supply. The total 
risk score were calculated as an outcome or dependent variable. Refer to Table 4. 
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For each type of water source, the proportion or percentage of points recorded as positive 
for risk during the sanitary inspection gives a sanitary risk score. This score can be 
arbitrarily associated with different levels of relative risk. 
Table 4: Level of risk for contamination 
Type of water Total Sanitary Risk Score 
supply Low Risk Intermediate Risk High Risk 
GFS 0-3 4-7 8-15 
OHT 0-3 4-7 8-16 
DC 0-3 4-7 8-17 
Source: Guidelines for drinking-water quality: Surveillance and Control of Community 
Supplies. WH0.1997 
3.5:Data analyses 
Data were entered and analyzed by Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) Version 
10.0. All the data were checked for the distribution normality by summarize the data, 
histogram with normal curve, box plot, p-p plot and Kolmogorov-Smimov test. 
Univariate analyses were used to compare the potability of the 4 types of water supplies. 
For descriptive statistics, mean and standard deviation were calculated for normal 
distribution data. Median and interquartile range (IQR) were calculated for not normal 
distribution or skewed data. For inferential statistics, Chi-square, Fisher Exact, 
Independent t-test, One way ANOV A and Kruskal Wallis non-parametric test were used 
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with a p value < 0.05 indicates statistical significance. Percentages of violation in the 
water samples were based on the drinking water standard from MOH. Refer to table 3. 
Dependant variables are water potability with respects of physical, chemical and 
microbiological parameters, consumer satisfactions and sanitary survey score. 
Independent variables are type of water systems and household characteristics. 
4.2: Limitations of the study 
1. Intra-observer and inter-observer bias. Method/technique of water sampling and 
analyses may be different from each staffs. Sanitary survey was determined only by 
observation. 
2. Instrumental bias- different district have different calibration of laboratory kit used. 
To overcome this problem, the same instruments were use for both districts but still 
consumed a lot of time and prolonged the period for data collection. 
3. Some of the interviewed consumers were not at home during the sampling time, so 
need to come at another day. 
4. Prolonged rainy season and flood from November 2000 till January 2001, thus data 
could not be collected during the time of period since because it would interfere the 
water analysis. Potability would be expected to deteriorate during rainy months since 
bacterial contamination of groundwater generally increases after heavy rains (Kravitz, 
2000). 
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Figure 6: Gantt chart showing progress of the dissertation 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS 
The two districts involved in this study are Tanah Merah and Pasir Puteh. A total of 325 
samples (161 samples from T. Merah and 164 from P. Puteh) were collected from 
16.8.2000 till 29.7.2001. 80 (24.6%) samples were from OHT, 82 (25.2%) samples were 
from GFS, 84 (25.8%) samples were from DC and 79 (24.3%) samples were from AKSB. 
Most of dependant outcomes were not normally distributed even within the groups. 
Kalmogorov-Smimov Test showed that distribution of number ofE.coli colonies, colour, 
turbidity, free residual chlorine, conductivity, total hardness, total dissolved solid, 
ammonia, iron, sulphate, phosphate and nitrate are not normally distributed with p value 
less than 0.05. This was due to significant of median differences of the parameters value 
for each water system at different sampling point. Thus, median with interquartile range 
and non-parametric test such as Kruskal Wallis test were used. 
Table 5 showed the distributions of sampled houses from the two districts for each type 
of rural water system. Refer Appendix A for the maps of data distributions. 
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Tab\e s·. Study areas in Tanah Merah and Pasir Puteh. 
\TYPE OF RURALI TANAHMERAH TOTAL SAMPLED PASIRPUTEH TOTAL SAMPLED 
WATER SYSTEM HOUSES HOUSES HOUSES HOUSES 
\1. OVER HEAD TANK BKTPANAU 1- 44 33 BUKIT ABAJ..r.. 40 10 
( OHT) - TUBE WELL BUKIT AWANG- 63 10 
WITH ATANK BKTPANAU 2- PDGPAKAMAT- 84 IO 
a. BKTMERAH 7 7 SEMARAK- 37 10 
1VTAL 51 40 TOTAL 223 40 
2. DIRECT ULU KUSIAL 1- 20 11 JERAM 84 12 
CONNECTION/ NO BKTPANAU2- 22 19 GONG KETEREH 8 6 
TANK (DC) ,..., OPEN JEDOK- 23 10 CERANGRUKU 31 25 
WELL WITH NO TANK TOTAL 65 41 TOTAL 123 43 
3. GRAVITY FEED ULU KUSIAL 2- BULIT ABAJ..r.. 
SYSTEM (GFS) a. KUALALAKAR 5 4 a. PERMATANG SUNGKAI 120 10 
b. TEGEWANG 29 I4 b. KG.BENDANG 81 10 
c. CEGARNERAK 32 11 JERAM- KG.TELOSAN 215 II 
d. SOKORBARU 39 12 GONG DATUK- KG.TAWEH 66 10 
TOTAL 105 41 TOTAL 482 41 
4. AKSB WATER JEDOK- GAAJ..r.. 
CONNECTION a. FELDA 311 39 a. GONGDATUKBARAT 83 10 
KEMAHANG2 b. GONG DATUK TIMUR 55 10 
C. DALAM PISANG 24 10 
TOTAL 311 39 d. KEMUDUBONGKOK 60 10 
TOTAL 222 40 
TOTAL 532 161 1050 164 
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4.1: Microbiological, physical and chemical parameters assessment and comparison 
of the potability of 4 types of rural water systems 
Results on the microbiological, physical and chemical parameters for each rural water 
system are summarized in Table 6. GFS had the highest median for number of E.co/i 
colonies (208± 662) detected and AKSB the lowest (0.00± 0.00). The median pH for 
OHT (5.55 ± 1.86) and DC (5.41 ± 0.93) is in acidic range(< 6.5) and normal median pH 
(6.5 - 9.0) for both GFS and AKSB. All system showed satisfactory results in median 
colour, which is less than 15 Hazen. Turbidity results showed low median turbidity in 
GFS (2.82 ± 4.31), OHT (1.83 ± 5.21) and AKSB (1.21 ± 1.30), whereas DC has higher 
median turbidity (3.50± 7.63). GFS give a median FRC of zero because no chlorination 
done in the system and no chlorine present naturally. Both OHT and DC have a low 
median of FRC, 0.00 ± 0.03 and 0.02 ± 0.08 respectively. Water temperatures for all 
water testing are all satisfactory. The median value for conductivity, total hardness and 
total dissolved solid are all far below the permissible level by MOH. 
Chemical testing for ammonia, iron, sulphate, phosphate and nitrate also showed that the 
median values are far below permissible level. After analyses either with Non-parametric 
l(ruskal Wallis Test or One-way ANOVA test, all parameters have significant mean or 
median differences between the four types of rural water systems except for phosphate (p 
value= 0.071). 
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Tab\e 6: Descriptive statistics on the microbiological, physical and chemical parameters for each rural water systems 
\ 
\Parameters \ GFS OHT DC AKSB PERMISSABLE p- value 
N=82 N=80 N=84 N=79 LEVEL 
MOH 
\. Microbiology 
nutnber of E.co/i 208 ± 662 b o.00±57 .sob 38± 218b 0.00 ± 0.00 a 0 * <0.0001 
colonies 
Physical 
2. pH 6.73 ± 0.22 a 5.55 ± 1.86 a 5.41 ± 0.93 8 8.20 ± 0.89 a 6.5-9.0 < 0.0001 11 
3. colour 5.00 ± 0.00 a 5 ± lOb 5.00 ± 0.00 a 5.00b 15 Hazen * 0.00± <0.0001 
4. turbidity 2.82 ± 4.31 b 1.83 ±5.21° 3.5 ± 7.63 b 1.21± 1.30 b 5NTU * <0.0001 
5. free residual 0.00 ± 0.04 b 0.00 ±0.03 b 0.02 ± 0.08 b 0.14 ± 0.72 b >0.2tng/1 * <0.0001 
chlorine (FRC) 
6. tetnperature 26.95 ±2.30 a 28.8 ± 1.00 8 29.5 ± 3.7 a 30.10 ± 2.20 a -uc <0.0001 # 
0.03 ± 0.01 a 0.04 ±0.06° 0.06 ± 0.06 b 0.06 ± 0.02 a 100 mg/1 * 7. conductivity <0.0001 
7.60 ± 5.95 b 9.50± 24.9 b 17.70 ± 19.80 b 15.80± 6.30 a 100 tng/1 * 8. total hardness <0.0001 
Chemical 
0.01± 0.01 b 0.02 ±0.03 b 0.03 ± 0.04 b 0.03 ± 0.00 a 500 tng/1 * 9. total dissolved <0.0001 
solid (TDS) 
0.00 ± 0.05 b 0.00 ±0.01 b 0.03 ± 0.29 b 0.00 ± 0.00 a 0.5 mg/1 * 10. ammonta <0.0001 
0.01± 0.02 b 0.01 ±0.04 b b 0.00 ± 0.00 a 0.3 mg/1 * 11. iron 0.06 ± 0.13 <0.0001 
12. sulphate 0.55 ± 1.00 b 0.00 ±1.20\j 5.00 ± 7.00 b 9.00 ± 1.00 a 400 tng/1 * <0.0001 
0.10 ± 0.12 b 0.08 ±0.15 ° 0.07 ± 0.12 b 0.08 ± 0.14 b 0.2 mg/1 · • 13. phosphate 0.071 
1.20 ± 0.40 a 1.40 ±1.33° 2.20 ± 2.10 b 1.3 ± 0.53 8 10.0 mg/1 * 14. nitrate <0.0001 
a tnean ± standard deviation 
b median ± interquartile range 
# One-way ANOVA test 
*Non-parametric Kruskal Wallis Test 
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Table 7 summarized the results of the percentage of violation of the parameters tested 
after comparing with MOH drinking water standards. No violation in all water samples 
from 4 types of rural water systems for conductivity, total hardness, total dissolved solid, 
sulphate and nitrate. There are significant associations between types of rural water 
system and the presence of E. coli, pH, turbidity and free residual chlorine with p-value < 
0.05. No significant associations found between types of rural water system and colour, 
ammonia, iron and phosphate with p-value > 0.05. The 4 variables that have significant 
association with types of rural water systems are presented further in next four figures. 
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'Tab\e 7·. Percentage ofvio\ation of the parameters tested after comparing with MOH drinking water standards. 
\ \ parameters l GFS OHT DC AKSB Total p-VALUE N=82 N=80 N=84 N=79 violation 
I \. 1 presence of all samples 40 69.9 3.8 54.3 <0.0001 ~ E. Coli violated 
2. pH 23.2 (low 80 (low pH) 95.2 (low 20.5( high 55.2 <0.0001' pH) pH) pH) 
3. Colour no violation 7.5 2.4 no violation 2.5 0.541 ~ 
4. Turbidity 32.9 40.0 41.0 1.3 29.3 <0.0001 t 
5. free residual all samples all samples 89.2 56.4 86.7 <0.0001 t 
chlorine violated violated 
6. conductivity no violation no violation no violation no violation no violation -
7. total hardness no violation no violation no violation no violation no violation 
-
8. total dissolved no violation no violation no violation no violation no violation -
solid 
9. ammonia no violation no violation 14.5 no violation 3.7 0.988 4> 
10. Iron no violation no violation 14.5 no violation 3.7 0.988 ~ 
11. sulphate no violation no violation no violation no violation no violation -
12. phosphate 15.9 18.8 15.7 16.7 16.7 0.945 4> 
13. nitrate no violation no violation no violation no violation no violation -
~ Chi square test 
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4.1.1: Microbiological 
All ( 100%) GFS water samples were contaminated with E. coli. 70% of DC and 40% of 
OHT were violated. AKSB has a minimal water samples violated, which is only 3.8%. 
There was significant association (Pearson chi -square= 165.3 15, p< 0. 000 1) between 
water potabilty and types of rural water system. Other results showed a significant 
association between practice of chlorination and water potability with Pearson Chi-
square=70.336, p < 0.0001 and Odd Ratio=0.127 (95% CI= 0.077,0.211). 
Figure 7: Percentage of microbiology violation (at least 1 E. coli colony presence) in 4 
types of rural water systems. 
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4.1.2: Physical 
The pH parameter was grouped into low, normal or high pH. All the 3 types of rural 
water system (GFS, OHT and DC) have acidic type of water violation. DC has the 
highest violation (95.2%), followed by OHT (80%) and GFS (23.0%). Only 20 % of 
water samples from AKSB have violation in alkaline type. Majority of GFS and AKSB 
have normal pH. 
Figure 8: Percentage of pH violation in 4 types of rural water system. 
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40% of water samples from OHT and DC having violation in turbidity followed by 33% 
from GFS. AKSB only have 1.3% violation. 
Figure 9: Percentage of turbidity violation (> 5 NTU) in 4 types of rural water system. 
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All water samples collected from houses supplied by GFS and OHT water system have 
FRC violation. 89.2% of DC and 56.4% of AKSB have violation in FRC. 
Figure 10: Percentage of free residual chlorine (< 0.2 mg/1) in 4 types of rural water 
system. 
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There is no violation in conductivity, total hardness and total dissolved solid in all4 types 
of rural water system. 
4.1.3: Chemical 
There is no violation in sulphate and nitrate in all 4 types of rural water system. Only DC 
has violations (14.5%) both in ammonia and iron. OHT have the highest percentage 
(l 8.8%) of phosphate violation followed by AKSB (16.7%), GFS (15.9%) and DC 
( 15.7% ). No significant association found between all chemical parameters tested with 
types of rural water supply. 
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4.2: Consumer satisfactions on the quantity and quality of rural water supplies by 
BAKAS project. 
Results in Table 8 showed there was significant differences (p value < 0.05) of mean 
number of water tap in the house and types of rural water system and no significant 
differences of mean (p value> 0.05) number of family members. Kruskal-Wallis test 
showed significance differences (p value < 0.05) of median duration (in years) using the 
water system, minimum and maximum pay per month between types of rural water 
system. 
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'Tab\e 8·. Descriptive statistic on the characteristic of household of the study population (n=325) according to the rural water systetns. 
Characteristic GFS 
1. Number of 
frunily metnbers 
2. Number of 
water-tap 
3. Years of using 
4. Minimum pay 
for water supply 
per month 
5. Maximum pay 
for water supply 
per month 
a Mean ± Standard Deviation 
b Median ± Interquartile Range 
# One- Way ANOV A 
* Kruskal - Wallis Test 
5.56 ± 2.39 a 
2.17 ± 0.65 a 
5.08 ± 1.53 8 
1.81 ± 0.40 a 
1.81 ± 0.40 a 
OHT 
5.13 ± 2.56 a 
2.94± 1.10 a 
5.90± 4.25 b 
5.85 ± 3.11 b 
8.48 ± 4.85 b 
DC AKSB TOTAL pVALUE 
5.80 ± 2.86 a 6.13± 2.89a 5.60 ± 2.64 a 0.255 # 
2.94 ± 1.41 a 5.15 ± 1.73 a 3.10± 1.47a 0.000 # 
2.77 ± 3.22 b 15.2 ± 3.92 b 6.00± 8.00 b 0.000 * 
7.94 ± 8.30 b 7.14 ± 3.35 a 5.00± 7.00 b 0.000 * 
9.44 ± 9.95 b 9.00 ± 6.00 b 7.00 ± 12.00 b 0.000 * 
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Table 9 showed that there were significant associations (p value < 0.05) between types of 
rural water system and the quantity, colour and odour of the rural water. No association 
between taste and types of rural water system. Only 13.9% of AKSB consumer satisfied 
with the water quantity although the water quality is satisfactory. Majority of the GFS, 
OHT and DC consumers are satisfied with the water quantity and quality. Further 
analyses by Independent T -test showed only years of using the water system had an 
association with the water quantity with p < 0.0001. For the colour satisfaction, test 
showed presence of significant association (p value <0.05) only between AK.SB and 
OHT. For the odour satisfaction, test also showed presence of significant association (p 
value <0.05) only between AKSB and OHT. 
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Tab\e 9: Percentage of consumer satisfaction on the quantity and quality of rural water system 
SATISFIED GFS OHT DC AKSB TOTAL p -VALUE 
WITH WATER n= 82 n= 80 n= 84 n=79 n=325 
Quantity (YES) 65.9 86.3 96.4 13.9 66.2 <0.00014> 
Colour (YES) 85.4 66.3 86.9 92.4 82.8 <0.0001 4> 
Taste (YES) 82.9 85.0 94.0 93.7 88.9 0.052 4> 
Odour (YES) 84.1 73.8 92.9 93.7 86.2 0.001 4> 
Others (YES) 95.1 91.3 94.0 97.5 94.5 0.421 4> 
4> Chi-square Test 
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Types of alternative water source were divided into sanitary (all wells from MOH and 
treated water from AKSB), unsanitary (non-upgraded wells), river and rain. 24.3% out of 
33.5% consumer with inadequate water supply used alternative water sources that were 
not monitored by MOH such as from unsanitary wells. The methods of rainwater 
collections also were are not proper and unsafe. 
Figure 11 : Percentage of usage of alternative water sources. 
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6 1% of household with complained of inadequate water supply receive their supply from 
AKSB water connection. DC is a good supplier of water because only 3% of the 
household complained of inadequate supply. There was significant association between 
the quantities of water with the types of water system (Chi-square= 144.344, p < 0.0001). 
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Figure 12: Percentage of houses with not enough water supplies 
4.3: Results on the risk of contamination of rural water system. 
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Sanitary survey score were grouped by low risk, medium risk and high risk (WHO, 
1997). This survey is more concerned with the high risk because it needs urgent action 
priority. GFS had the highest percentage of high risk (36.6%) of contamination compared 
with OHT (12.5%) and DC (4.8%). 
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There was an association between risk of contamination and presence of E. coli or water 
potability (Chi-square= 64.00, p <0.0001). Chi-square test also showed that there was an 
association between risk for contamination and type of water system (Chi-square= 
71.471 , p < 0.0001). 
Figure 13: Percentage of total sanitary survey for risk for contamination 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
DISCUSSION 
5.1: The potability of 4 types of rural water system in terms of microbiological, 
physical and chemical parameters 
5.1.1: Microbiological 
Half (54.3%) of total water samplings are contaminated with E. coli. GFS is an unsafe 
water supply in which all water samples collected were contaminated. This system has no 
opportunity for disinfections at any where between the water source, distribution and the 
consumer house. Any contamination can occur along the path. Although there's no 
reported case of water borne diseases in the study areas, precaution should be taken to 
prevent the adverse health effects upon continuous usage of the GFS water for domestic 
use. Study by Ismail (200 1 ), showed that the outbreak of acute gastroenteritis in 
Kampung Sungai Genting,Perak on 6.7. 2000 was due to GFS water supply that is 
contaminated with E. coli. 
There was some violation occurs in DC and OHT. Of course the safest water supply is 
the AKSB water connection because this is treated water but according to a study by 
. 1 1·r et al (2000), they found that there have been a number of documented Stnc a · 
borne outbreaks in countries with a good water treatment practices. water 
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Most potability problems in individual home water supplies result from the presence of 
microorganisms (bacteria, viruses, etc). Rarely do toxic minerals appear in these supplies. 
Most mineral present in groundwater are only nuisance and not dangerous to health (Lehr 
eta/, 1980). This is one of the reasons why this study was more interested in bacteriology 
aspect of water potability. However, it is always advisable to have a water sample 
analyzed by a laboratory to determine the possible presence of substances in 
concentrations exceeding those recommended by MOH. The most unpotable rural water 
source is GFS, followed by DC and OHT. AKSB water connection is the most potable in 
term of microbiology parameters. 
A detail study on GFS was done in Lesotho, South Africa (Kravitz, 2000), which found 
that 100% of the samples water is contaminated with coliform whether GFS is 
unimproved, semi-improved or improved water source. 
When comparing with the dug well (DC) and tube well ( OHT), the dug well have a 
higher microbiological violation (69.9%) than OHT (40%). Dug wells are more exposed 
for contaminations because of the depth were less than 30 meters (usually around 6 to 9 
rneters) depends on the type of soil. Majority of the dug wells that are included in this 
studY are old well that reconstructed and upgraded by the BAK.AS unit to be sanitary 
well. The age of the well also a contributing factors for the pollution. Study by Hayati 
(
2
000), in Kampung Pendang, Kedah showed that 66.7% of the water samples taken 
39 open dug well are contaminated with coliform. The study also found that there is from 
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a relationship between bacteria contamination and the depth of the well, distant from 
septic tank, apron conditions and the use of electric water pump. Study by Natrah et 
a/.(2001), found that 12 out of 100 well-water samples collected from Kota Bharu, 
Bachok, Pasir Mas and Pasir Puteh, are contaminated with Salmonella spp and majority 
of the positive samples came from Kota Bharu. 
5.1.2: Physical 
For the physical results, all parameters are tested as recommended by WHO except for 
dissolved oxygen because this test only indicated for GFS. The total of pH violation is 
55.2% in which majority of it has low pH especially in OHT and DC. One of the reasons 
was, these two systems are underground water and not treated water. So there is no alwn 
or lime added in the water supply. These water system also more exposed to rain, which 
is more acidic type. Although water from AKSB is treated, still have problem with 
alkaline pH (20% ). Process of adding alum and lime are done manually and the pH is not 
be monitored automatically. 
Only 2.5% of the total samples have violation in colour with no violation at all in GFS 
and AKSB which indicates that the water are very clear and colourless. Turbidity is one 
the important parameter in physical appearances of the drinking water. In this study, only 
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_3% of the total samples have turbidity> 5 NTU, in which the problem occurs in the 
GFS, OHT and DC. This is because of the great demand from the consumer, there's no 
gh time for natural sedimentation process to take place. But the median values of enou 
. . . all 4 rural water systems are below the permissible level. Consumption of 
turbtdtty tn 
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turbid water may give serious health risk because the suspended particles can adsorb 
many toxic chemicals and heavy metals. Further more, disinfectant unable to kill target 
organisms because of a physical barrier or chemical reactions with the particles 
themselves. Clear water is potentially much safer to drink than turbid water and allows 
chlorination or disinfections to be effective. Study by Schwartz et al. ( 1998) showed that 
there was an association between hospital admission for gastroenteritis illness in elderly 
and drinking water turbidity. 
Another interesting finding is the results of free residual chlorine with total violation of 
86. 7%. All samples from GFS and OHT have violation in FRC. There's no chlorination 
process for GFS. According to MOH, OHT should have regular chlorination, but in this 
study showed that the chlorination process is insufficient. The reason underlying this 
problem is due to no regular chlorination been implemented in both districts. The health 
staff only does the chlorination procedure at least twice per year or when there is a water-
borne disease outbreak or every time after flooding. Because they believe that OHT 
should not have any contamination because of the depth of the well is usually very deep 
compare with DC. Another contributing factor is that the insufficient dosage of 
chlorination. 
89 _2% of DC has violation of FRC although the health staff often monitors this system. 
For DC, need to be chlorinated at least once a month but this procedure failed because of 
few reasons such as, 
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a. the consumers refused chlorination because they believe that it can kill their 
p1antafwns ana aruma)s ·mc)u(fmg fisb 
b. the consumer disliked the smell and taste of chlorine 
c. the consumer believed that chlorine can damaged the electric pump 
d. sometimes the health staff asked the consumer to put the chlorine by themselves 
but actually they used it for other purposes such as cleaning the drain and toilet. 
Surprisingly for the treated water, they still have violation of FRC of 56.4%. The reason 
behind, not enough chlorine contact time because of great demand from consumer 
especially in both districts where the water supply from AKSB is always not enough. 
Study by Khairul et al (2000) for FRC in treated water in Hulu Langat, Selangor also 
found a low FRC (<0.2 mWJ.) in 10% of collected water samples. If FRC is found in a 
sample it may be assumed that provided sufficient contact time between chlorine and the 
water has been allowed, the water will be bacteriologically safe at the point and the time 
the sample is taken. This is no guarantee that contamination has not occurred elsewhere 
in the distribution system. 
All the water samples from the 4 types of rural water system do not have problem in 
d tl.vity total hardness (especially magnesium) and total dissolved solid. In the con uc , 
0 ,6os and ' 70s epidemiologists were intrigued when some but not all ecologic 195 S, ' ' 0 
. agested that "hard" (alkaline) water might have a protective effect against IHD. 
studteS SU::. 
f h water sampled may have been high in magnesium. ManY 0 t e 
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5.1.3: Chemical 
For chemical results, comparing with WHO water standard, this study only manage to 
test 5 chemicals out of 22 chemicals because of budget problem and lack on knowledge 
to handle other chemicals test. No violation of sulphate and nitrate in all 325 water 
samples. Only small percentage (3. 7%) of violations occurs in ammonia and iron and that 
only in DC. DC is more exposed to underground contamination from soil, fertilizer and 
other substances compare with OHT because it is shallower. Unsanitary open wells are 
more expose for contamination from outside to go inside the well. Only small 
percentages of phosphate violation occur in all 4 water systems and the contamination 
can be due to superphosphate fertilizers. 
Because of financial restraint, this study unable to assess the presence of other chemicals 
(such as aluminiwn), heavy metals (such as lead, mercury, arsenic), total biocides, 
organochlorine pesticides (such as aldrin, DDT, lindane), herbicides (such as 2,4-D) and 
radioactivity (such as gross a and gross l3). Heavy metals in the environment have 
become a major concern in public health. Study by Shamsul et al (2000) found that heavy 
metal concentration (lead, cadmium and arsenic) in underground water supply among the 
residents in Kuala Lumpur and Seremban is safe for human consumption and domestic 
use and does not require any specific treatment. 
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5.2: Consumer satisfactions on the quantity and quality of rural water supplies by 
BAKAS project. 
33.8% of the consumer still complained of getting inadequate water supply for daily used 
especially those who received water from AKSB ( 61.0 % ). They have to get alternative 
water source to support their needs. These situations may expose them to water-borne 
diseases because majority of the sources they choose are unsanitary sources (30.4 % ), 
which are not monitored by MOH. Besides that, 99.1% had no experience of any water 
related health problems or diseases and 99.7% agreed for continuing the BAKAS rural 
water projects because the quantity is more important for them than the water quality or 
potability. The water supply was also cheap that they can afford it. 
Majority of the consumer (more than 80.0%) satisfied with the colour, taste, odour and 
other quality parameter of the rural water supplies although majority of the water actually 
are not potable after tested with the standard instruments. The consumers should be 
educated that although the water is colourless, odourless or tasteless by their judgments, 
the water safety is still doubtful. 
S .. J: Sanitary survey for determination the risk of contamination of rural water 
system 
. 1 water sample is only representative of the moment in time when that sample is A stng e 
d changes in the environment, particularly rainfall, may quickly alter the level of 
taken an 
. t ·on of a poorly protected source. Thus the sanitary inspection should at the 
contarntna I 
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very least reveal the most obvious points of contamination risk and can provide a robust 
and conservatively safe method of risk identification. Generally, these inspections could 
reveal more of the chronic risk of contamination than could be revealed by a single and 
costly bacteriological examination. Sanitary survey is rather economical and intelligent 
approach to bacteriological testing where funding is limited. 
When comparing the 3 types of rural water system (GFS, OHT, DC) by sanitary survey, 
GFS have more high risk (36.6%) for contamination and difficult for disinfections 
because this system have big operational area and produce plenty of water. How do GFS 
can be contaminated? 
a. Catchments area more than 5 hectors are more exposed to pollution or 
contamination from the risk of landslide or mudflow cause by deforestation 
b. By any crop production, animals farms, human habitation or industrial activities 
upstream 
c. Unfenced or not proper fenced of the dam cannot prevent animal from entering 
the dam area and contaminate the water source 
d. No facility for removing the sand or any blocking materials 
e. The exposed distribution pipe can lead to leaking of water and promote pollution 
from outside entering the distribution system especially if the pipe run across 
latrine or animal farm 
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Comparing with the tube well and open dug well, tube well have more high risk ( 12.6% ). 
This result is not consistent with results on microbiological, physical and chemical 
violation. After assessment by risk analysis, actually OHT need low action priority and 
DC need higher action priority. There is a need for both sanitary inspection and water 
analysis to be complementary followed by risk assessment. These sanitary score forms 
enables a hazard score to be assigned to the particular water supply based on the total 
number of hazard found; however, differential weighting may be necessary to allow for 
local conditions. How do wells can be contaminated? 
a. Problems with well casings, such as casings that are rusted, unsealed casings or 
casings that do not ground by at least 30 em. 
b. Close proximity of well to a septic tank or field, a barn or feed lot 
c. Environmental condition such as flooding or heavy rains 
d. Possibility of surface contamination because of shallowness of the well or water 
penneable overlying 
Choosing which rural water system are appropriate for certain villages, staffs from 
aAKAS unit have to study thoroughly the area in terms of water source accessibility, 
number of population to serve, types of soil, geology of the area and other sanitation 
facilities including toilet and waste management. For building a new well, they have to 
follow the criteria in the well log. With a certain budget located for them in certain areas, 
they have to intelligently choose the right and suitable water system to be built. They 
followed certain guidelines given by MOH on how to build a new water system so as to 
prevent any contamination at a later stage. 
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... · ... 
CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
6.1: CONCLUSION 
Each types of rural water system have their own problems with the construction facilities, 
the maintenance, the consumer's perception, the quality and the quantity. The main 
problem for GFS, OHT and DC are the presence of E. coli, water p H less than 6.5, 
turbidity more than 5 NTU and low free residual chlorine with small percentage of 
violation in phosphate, iron and ammonia. AKSB water connection should have no 
problem with the water potability but this study showed that there were still some 
violations in E. coli, water pH more than 9.0 and low free residual chlorine. 
The most important water quality parameter is the freedom from pathogenic 
microorganisms contained in faecal material. Results showed that the most unpotable 
rural water sy~tem is GFS in which all the samples taken are contaminated with E.coli. 
Comparing with 2 types of well system, OHT are better than DC. The most potable water 
system is AKSB water connection in which only 3. 8% are contaminated. Thus the 
potability of rural water supplies in Tanah Merah and Pasir Puteh are still not very 
satisfactory. Although microbiological parameter (especially E.coli) is the principal 
potability indicator, the physical and chemical parameters should also be examined since 
Of these parameters can affect the presence of the bacteria. some 
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Majority of the consumers is satisfied with the quality of rural water system although 
66.2 % are still complaining of not enough water supplies. This is one of the worrying 
situations because they may use alternative water sources that usually are not safe and not 
monitored by the MOH. 
Non-involvement of communities is still rated as a problem in almost all countries 
although it is not regarded as serious. Results showed poor practice of chlorination in 
which only 39.7% agree for disinfections. 
Regular sanitary inspections and water analyses are both important in maintaining safe 
drinking water supplies. In this study, sanitary survey score showed that GFS is more at 
risk of contamination. OHT is more potable but less sanitary than DC. But after risk 
assessment with nwnber of E. coli count and total sanitary score, actually OHT is better 
than DC. There are significant associations between sanitary survey score with the water 
potability and types of rural water supplies. 
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6.2: RECOMMENDATIONS 
This is an exploratory study and can be extended for detail risk analysis and risk 
management. Further studies are needed on each water system in detail and to correlate 
with incidence of diseases such as water-borne diseases, cancer and poisoning. 
Knowledge attitude practice (KAP) study also can be done on safe drinking water and 
good personal hygiene. USM, Kelantan should have public/environmental health 
laboratory to monitor the drinking water quality especially during outbreak because 
currently the water samples have to be send to Chemistry Department in Kuala 
Terengganu or Petaling Jaya. 
Drinking water protection is a shared responsibility, involving water suppliers, local and 
state governments, and business individuals. The general components of a source water 
protection program include delineation, contaminant source inventory, source water 
protection area management and contingency planning. Health staffs are now more aware 
of the importance of involving communities in all aspects of water supply and sanitation 
schemes including planning, design, construction and operation and maintenance. Any 
lack of involvement is mostly caused by insufficient health education and lack of village 
funds than lack of efforts on the part of the water authorities. Plans of action for 
improving access and quality of drinking water are: 
water policies, legislation and standards 
a. 
water quality surveillance and control b. 
increase in access to safe water and promotion of disinfections 
c. 
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d. community participation and education 
e. establishment of a partnership 
f. prevent contamination from entering water source including proper management of 
waste water pesticides residual 
1. consumer must know the source of their drinking water and get involved in activity to 
protect it 
Good hygiene practices are an effective means of interrupting fecal-oral transmission and 
decreasing the interfamilial spread of diarrhea disease pathogens. Poor hygiene practices 
may be due to ignorance of sanitary principles, high cost, scarcity of clean water or 
distance from it. When the water is plentiful, adequate and convenient, programs that 
emphasize hygiene education increase personal sanitation practices and results in 
decreased rates of diarrhea. Consumer should be educated that although the water is 
colourless, odourless or tasteless, the water safety is still doubtful. 
Each rural water system needs individual method to overcome the problem of not potable 
water. For GFS, E.co/i contamination can be prevented or minimized by proper fencing 
of the dam area to prevent human or animal from polluting the water source. 
Replacement of concrete dam by a high-density polyethylene tank with capacity of 400 
gallons is suitable for small communities and easy maintenance. The raw water can also 
be treated by chlorine by connecting the water into a tank before reaching a few 
consumers. The water in the tank should be monitored regularly for the free residual 
chlorine level because excessive chlorination can give rise to gastrointestinal problems. 
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OHT actually provides a satisfactory water quality even with a minimal water treatment. 
But the quality can still be improved by: 
i) Periodically inspect exposed parts of the well for problems such as cracked, 
corroded or damaged well casing, broken or missing well cap, settling and 
cracking of surface seals. 
ii) Slope the area around the well to drain surface runoff away from the well. 
iii) Install a well cap or sanitary seal to prevent unauthorized use of, or entry into the 
well. 
iv) Disinfect drinking water wells at least once per year with bleach or hypochlorite 
granules, according to the manufacture directions. 
v) Have the well tested once a year for coliform bacteria, nitrates and other 
constituents of concern. 
vi) Keep accurate records of any well maintenance, such as disinfections or sediment 
removal that may require the use of chemicals in the well 
vii) Avoid mixing or using pesticides, fertilizers, herbicides, degreasers, fuels and 
other pollutants near the well. 
viii) Do not dispose of wastes in dry wells or in abandoned wells 
ix) Never dispose of hazardous materials in septic system. 
A.KSB should supply their water for the houses with the unsatisfactory DC. MOH may 
Upgrading the old unsanitary open well because the water quality is difficult to stop 
. ved and easily got contaminated. 
tmpro 
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The unsatisfactory findings of the potability and safety of most domestic water supplies 
by BAKAS unit in T.Merah and P.Puteh was therefore suspected. This study recommend 
that in most cases, adequate protection of water sources could improve the hygienic of 
rural water supplies by effectively preventing E. coli from entering water systems prior to 
their delivery points. 
One complex but necessary approach must be done to change people's habits that 
contribute to the pollution of drinking water. Strategies to promote proper household 
storage must be encouraged because stored water, touched by hands and unclean vessels, 
can become significantly more contaminated than the source. This approach could also 
promote home disinfections and the use of suitable water storage containers. 
Combined environmental interventions (including water quality improvement and 
household sanitation) and community sanitation, which are likely to require significant 
institutional and economic investments, can have a powerful impact on reducing serious 
diarrhea disease in infants who are at greatest risk. Despite evidence that increased water 
quantity for personal and domestic hygiene is likely to be as important was water quality, 
clear cut solutions to improve health, based on water quality, water quantity and hygienic 
behaviour, remain elusive because of the complicated nature of water-related disease 
transmission. Strategies investigating the complicated relationship between human 
behaviour and health are being tested and pose a challenge. 
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APPENDIX A: MAPS 
Map 1: Map of Kelantan showing Tanah Merah and Pasir Puteh districts. 
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Map 2: Distribution of water samples collected from 4 types rural water system in Tanah 
Merah, Kelantan. 
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Map 3: Distribution of water samples collected from 4 types rural water system in Pasir 
Puteh, Kelantan. 
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APPENDIX B: PHOTOGRAPHS 
Photograph 1: Tube well with over-head tank water system 
Photograph 2: Open dug well with direct connection water system 
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APPEND/XC 
KAJIAN POT ABILITI AIR LUAR BANDAR YANG 
DIBEKALKAN OLEH UNIT BAKAS, KEMENTERIAN 
KESIHATAN MALAYSIA, DI 2 BUAH DAERAH DI 
KELANTAN. 
KETUA PENYELIDIK: 
DR. ABDUL MANAF BIN HAll HAMID 
PENYELIDIK BERSAMA: 
DR. SHARIFAH MAHAN! BT SYED MAHAR AFFANDI 
KA W ASAN KAJIAN: 
TANAH MERAH DAN PASIR PUTEH 
INSTITUSI YANG TERLffiAT: 
USMDANKKM 
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BORANG KAJI SELIDIK KAJIAN TENTANG KEBERSffiAN AIR LUAR 
BANDAR YANG DffiEKALKAN OLEH UNIT BAKAS, KEMENTERIAN 
KESIHATAN MALAYSIA, DI 2 BUAH DAERAH DI KELANTAN. 
SAHAGIAN 1 - Perlu diisi oleh pengguna 
*TANDAKAN ~ PADAJAWAPANYANGBERKENAAN. 
I. Nama: ...................................................................................... . 
2. Alamat/ Lokaliti: ........................................................................ .. 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
3. Daerah: T.Merah ~ P .Puteh <.=::> 
4. Bilangan ahli keluarga dalam rumah: ............... orang 
5. J enis bekalan air yang utama digunakan: 
a. air bukit ( gravity feed system) 1 c:::> 
b. telaga tiub dengan tangki (over head tank) 2 <.=::> 
c. telaga kerek dengan sambungan terus (direct connection)~ 
d. lain-lain ( nyatakan ............................................. )4 <::::::> 
6. Bilangan sambungan paip yang dilakukan di rumah: ............ buah 
7. Berapa lama menggunakan? ........... tahun 
8. Adakah bekalan air sentiasa mencukupi ?: 
a. Y a <.=::> o 
b. tidak <::::> 1 
9. J ika tidak, berapa kerap kekurangan/ ketiadaan air: 
a. . . . ...... kali/hari c::::> 
b. . ........ kali/minggu <.=::> 
c. . ........ kalilbulan <.=::> 
d. tidak menentu ( nyatakan sebabnya ....................................... ) 
10 Adakah anda berpuashati dengan mutu air tersebut dari segi: 
· a bau ya <.=::> o tidak <.=::> 1 ( nyatakan .......... ) 
. <=:>. <.=::> b. rasa ya o tidak 1 ( nyatakan .......... ) 
c. wama ya <=:>a tidak <:::> 1 ( nyatakan .......... ) 
d. lain-lain ( nyatakan ........................................................... ) 
11 . Anggaran ?~yara~ b.il bulanan untuk mendapatkan sumber air : paling sedtkit ( mtru~a): RM ........... . 
Paling banyak ( maxtma): RM ........... . 
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12. Pernahkah anda mengalami masalah kesihatan sepanjang penggunaan air tersebut: 
a. Pernah <:::::> o 
b. tidak pernah <:::::::> 1 
13. Jika pernah, nyatakan tanda (atau tanda-tanda) penyakit yang anda percayai 
berpunca dari air tersebut; 
( nyatakan ................................................................................ ) 
14. Adakah anda mahu projek bekalan air in diteruskan atau diberhentikan? 
a. Diteruskan <:::::> o 
b. diberhentikan <:::::> 1 
15. Adakah anda menggunak:an air dari sumber lain? 
a. Ya c:::> o 
b. tidak <=::> 1 
16. Jenis YA, nyatakan punca air tersebut: 
a. Telaga terbuka terkawal c:::> 
b. Telaga terbuka tidak terkawal c:::> 
c. Air sungai c:::> 
d. Air hujan c:::> 
e. lain-lain ( nyatakan ............................................................ ) 
17. Mengapa anda menggunakan air dari sumber lain? 
a. air dari sumber utama tidak mencukupi ya <:::::> o tidak c:::> 1 
b. Iebih murah ya c:::> o ti.dak c:::> 1 
c. Iebih mudah ya <:::::> o t~dak <:::=:> 1 ~: :=~~:~r:~:~ ( nyatakan ........................... ~~-~-~ ... -~~~~-- .~1 
I8. Sebarang cadangan untuk menaikkan mutu bekalan air yang dibekalkan oleh unit 
BAKAS,KKM . 
. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
... ... ... 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... -·· ..................................................... . 
.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
... ... ... . 
N~~~- ~~y~~i~~iidi~ .: ........................................................................... . 
Tandatangan dan tankh: 
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BAHAGIAN2 I BORANG PERSAMPELAN AIR I 
• PERLU DIISI OLEH PENGAMBIL SAlviPEL AIR 
1. Nama pengguna: ............................. . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..... 
2. Alamat/ no. rumah.: .................................................................. .. 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
3. No stesen/ system: .................................................................. .. 
4. No. maklnal: ............................................................................ . 
5. Tarikh I masa pengambilan sampel: ................................................... .. 
6. J enis surnber air: 
a. air bukit c::> 
b. telaga tiub dengan tangki <=:::> 
c. telaga kerek dengan sambungan terns <=:::> 
d. lain-lain ( nyatakan... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ) 
7. Bilangan rumah. yang dibekalkan untuk setiap satu stesenl system: ........... rumah. 
8. J arak rumah pengguna dari stesenlsistem air: .................. meter. 
9. Sampel air di ambil dari kepala paip: 
a. luar rumah <=:::> 
b. sinki <:::::> 
c. bilik air/ tandas <=:::> 
d. lain-lain ( nyatakan ................................................................... ) 
10. Jumlah nombor risiko : ••....•••. ( rujuk kepada Bahagian 3- Kajian kebersihan sistem air): 
Nama & Tandatangan pengambil sampel: ........................ . 
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BAHAGIAN3 
I KAJIAN KEBERSm:AN KE ATAS SISTEM AIR I 
A : SISTEM "GRA VITI FEED" (AIR BUKIT) 
- KA WASAN TADAHAN 
1. Adakah kawasan tadahan melebihi 5 hektar? 
2. Adakah aktiviti pembalakan dijalankan di 
kawasan tadahan? 
3. Adakah aktiviti pertanian dijalankan di 
kawasantadahan? 
4. Adakah aktiviti temakan dijalankan d.i 
kawasan tadahan? 
5. Adakah terdapat ak:tiviti man usia eli 
kawasan tadahan? 
- EMPANGAN 
6. Adakah kawasan empangan tidak dipagari 
dengan sempurna? 
7. Adakah tidak terdapat kemudahan untuk 
membuang mendapan dari kawasan empangan? 
KK/LB-1 
RISIKO 
YA TIDAK 
<:::> <:::> 
PAIP AGIHAN DARI SUMBER KE KAMPUNG. 
8. Adakah paip agihan terdedah? 
9. Jika ada' break-preasure tank', adakah ia 
terbuka dan terdedah kepada pencemaran? 
10. Adakah dinding 'break-preasure tank' retak? 
11. Adakah tekanan air rendah di penghujung paip? 
12
. Adakah sambungan haram di sistem pengagihan? 
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13. Adakah paip-paip pengagihan melalui parit air 
limbahan atau kandang binatang temakan ? 
14. Adakah paip getah disambung ke pili dan 
hujungnya dibiarkan samaada atas tanah/ 
dalam longkang/ dalam baldi? 
15. Adakah kebocoran berlaku eli paip-paip 
pengagihan atau pili-pili? 
- JUMLAH NOMBOR RISIKO: .••...••...• 
-CADANGAN: 
Risiko-risiko berikut adalah clikenalpasti & 
pengguna disyorkan untuk memperbaiki keadaan. 
Nyatakan risiko untuk clikontaminasi 
tRENDAH I SEDERHANA I TINGGI 
Nama & Tandatangan IK/PKA: ................................................................. . 
... ... ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..... 
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B. SISTEMTELAGA GALUTELAGA TERBUKA SAMBUNGANTERUS 
KE RUMAH KKILB-2 
Maklumat am: 
i. kedalaman telaga : .............. meter 
ii. paras air musim hujan: ........... meter 
iii. paras air musim panas: ........... meter 
iv. Adakah air telaga dicampurkan dengan klorin secara berkala? 
a. ya c:::>o 
b. tidak <::::> 1 
- KEBERSIHAN SEKELILING PERIGI 
1. Adakah terdapat tandas di kawasan sekitar 15 meter 
dari telaga ? 
2. Adakah tandas terdekat dibina di atas tanah yang 
lebih tinggi daripada telaga? 
3. Adakah terdapat sebarang punca pencemaran 
lain di sekitar 1 0 meter dari telaga ? 
4. Adakah terdapat air bertakung eli sekitar 2 meter 
dari lantai konkrit telaga ? 
5. Adakah pagar eli sekeliling perigi tidak mencukupi 
untuk menghalang hai wan masuk ke dalam? 
RISIKO 
YA TIDAK 
<:::::> <::> 
6. Adakah baldi & tali masih digunakan & diletak <::> 
merata-rata dalam keadaan yang mungkin dapat dicemari? 
_ REKABENTUK BIN~ PE:R!GI . . . 
7. Adakah Iantai konkrit ~ang dtbtna dt sekehhng 
pam lektrik kurang dan 1 meter? 
B. Adakah terdapat keretakan pada lantai konkrit 
di sekeliling telaga? 
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9. Adakah saliran air pada pam lektrik rosak? 
10. Adakah sambungan antara pam Iektrik 
kepada dasar longgar? 
11. Adakah dinding parapet di keliling telaga yang 
menghalang air permukaan dari masuk ke dalam telaga 
tidak mencukupi? 
12. Adakah keadaan dinding telaga sedalam 3 meter 
di bawah tanah tidak mampu menghalang air permukaan <=::> 
masuk ke dalam telaga atau pun pecah? 
- SISTEM RANGKAIAN 
13. Adakah tangki simpanan digunakan terbuka 
dan terdedah kepada pencemaran? 
14. Adakah paip PVC terdedah? 
15. Adakah paip-paip pengagihan melalui parit 
air Iimbahan atau kandang binatang temakan? 
16. Adakah paip getah disambung ke pili dan 
penghujungnya dibiarkan samaada atas tanahl 
dalam longkang/ dalam baldi ? 
17. Adakah kebocoran berlaku di 
paip-paip pengagihan atau pili? 
- JUMLAB NOMBOR RISIKO: ..... . 
-CADANGAN: 
Risiko-risiko berikut adalah dikenalp~s~i & 
pengguna disyorkan untuk memperbatki keadaan. 
Nyatakan risiko untuk dikontaminasi: 
ISEDERHANA I TINGGI 
& Tandata
ngan IKJPKA: .......................... . Nama ································· 
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C SISTEM TELAGA TIUB DENGAN TANGKI 
Maklumat am: 
i. kedalaman telaga: .............. meter 
ii. paras air musim hujan: ........... meter 
iii. paras air musim panas: ........... meter 
KKILB-3 
iv. Adakah air telaga dicampurkan dengan klorin secara berkala? 
a. ya c::>o 
b. tidak c::> 1 
- KEBERSIHAN SEKELILING PERIGI RISIKO 
YA TIDAK 
1. Adakah terdapat tandas di kawasan sekitar 15 meter 
dari telaga? 
<:::::> c:::> 
2. Adakah tandas terdekat dibina di atas tanah yang 
lebih tinggi daripada telaga? 
3. Adakah terdapat sebarang punca pencemaran c::> c:::> 
lain di sekitar 10 meter dari telaga ? 
c:> c:::> 
4 .Adakah terdapat air bertakung di sekitar 2 meter 
dari lantai konkrit telaga? 
5 .Adakah pagar di sekeliling perigi tidak mencukupi 
untuk menghalang haiwan masuk ke dalam? 
REKABENTUK BINAAN PERIGI 
6. Adakah lantai konkrit yang dibina di sekeliling 
pam lektrik kurang dari 1 meter? 
7. Adakah terdapat kere~kan pada lantai konkrit 
di sekeliling pam letnk? 
8. Adakah saliran air pada pam lektrik rosak? c:::> c:::> 
9 Adakah sambungan antara pam lektrik c:::> c:::> 
. ? kepada dasar longgar. 
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10. Adakah "well casing" dibina kurang dari 30 em di atas 
lantai konkrit? Adakah ia pecah? 
11. Adakah "casing tube" dibina kurang dari 3 meter di 
bawah tanah & pecah? 
- SISTEM RANGKAIAN 
12. Adakah tangki simpanan digunakan terbuk:a 
dan terdedah kepada pencemaran? 
13. Adakah paip PVC terdedah? 
14. Adakah paip-paip pengagihan melalui parit 
air limbahan atau kandang binatang temakan? 
15. Adakah paip getah disambung ke pili dan 
penghujungnya dibiarkan samaada atas tanahl 
dalam longkangl dalam baldi ? 
16. Adakah kebocoran berlaku di 
paip-paip pengagihan atau pili? 
JUMLAB NOMBOR RISIKO: •••••• 
-CADANGAN: 
Risiko-risiko berikut adalah dikenalpasti & 
pengguna disyorkan untuk memperbaiki keadaan. 
Nyatakan risiko untuk dikontaminasi: 
ISEDERHANA I TINGGI 
Nama & Tand.atangan IKJPKA: ....................................... . .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 
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BAHAGIAN4 
• PERLU DHSI OLEH PENGANALISA SAMPEL 
1. Nama penganalisa : ........................................................................... .. 
2. Tarikh I masa penerimaan sampel: ......................................................... .. 
TYPE OF ANALYSIS PERMISSABLE RESULT CO:MMENT 
LEVEL/ 
GUIDELINE'S 
VALUE 
a. GROUP 1 (count/ I OOml) 
- microbiology 
1. E.coli 0 
-physical 
2. pH 6.5-9.0 
3. Colour 15 Hazen 
4. Turbidity 5NTU 
5. Free residual chlorine > 0.2 mg/1 
6. Temperature c 
7. Conductivity 100 mg/ml 
b. GROUP2 ( mgll) 
-chemical 
8. Total hardness 100 
9. Total dissolved solid 500 
(TDS) 
10. Ammonia ( NH3) 0.5 
11. Iron (Fe) 0.3 
c. GROUPJ 
-chemical 
12. Sulphate ( S04) 400 
I 3. Phosphorus 0.2 
14. Nitrate (N) 10 
-
Tandatangan penganalisa sam pel: ............................... . 
Permissible level: N~tional Gu~del~n~ ~or Drinki~g w~ter Qua~ity 1990 by Drinking 
water Quality Surveillance Urut, dtvtsion ofEngtneenng Servtces, Ministry of 
Health. Malaysia. 
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APPENDIXD 
A STUDY ON THE POTABILITY OF RURAL WATER 
SUPPLIES BY BAKAS UNIT, MINISTRY OF HEALTH IN 2 
DISTRICTS IN KELANTAN. 
MAIN RESEARCHER: 
DR. ABDUL MANAF BIN HAJI HAMID 
OTHER RESEARCHER: 
DR. SHARIFAH MAHANI BT SYED MAHAR AFFANDI 
STUDY AREAS: 
T ANAH MERAH DAN PASIR PUTEH 
INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED: 
USMANDKKM 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FORM ON A STUDY ON THE POTABILITY OF RURAL 
WATER SUPPLIES BY BAKAS UNIT, MINISTRY OF HEALTH IN 2 
DISTRICTS IN KELANTAN. 
PART 1-- Need to be answered by the consumer 
* TICK "' AT THE CHOSEN RESPONSE. 
1. Name: ...................................................................................... . 
2. Address/ Locality: ......................................................................... . 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
P.Puteh 3. District: T. Merah 
4. Number of family members used the water source: ............... people 
5. Type of main rural water system used: 
a. gravity feed system (GFS) 1 c=:> 
b. tube well with tank ( over head tank- OHT) 2 c=:> 
c. Dug well with no tank ( direct connection- DC) 3 c=:> 
d. others ( ............................................. )4 c=:> 
6. Number of tap water connection in the house: ............ tap 
7. For how long the consumer used the water source? ........... years 
8. Is the water always enough? 
a. Yes C=::> o 
b. No C=::> 1 
9. If NO, how frequent?: 
a ......... times per day c=:> 
b....... times per week c=:> 
c.... . . . times per month c=:> 
d. not regular ( mention the cause ....................................... ) 
10. Are you satisfied with the quality oft~ater supply in~s of: 
e 
odour yes o no 1 ( ••••.•••.. ) 
. c=:> c=:> f taste yes o no 1 ( .......... ) 
~- colour yes C=::> o no C=::> 1 ( .......... ) 
h. others ( ............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·) 
11 . Payment per month for the water supply? Minimum pay : RM. · · .. · .. · .. · 
Maximum pay: RM. · · · · · · · · · · · 
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12. Have you experience any health effect after using the water supply? 
a. yes c::>o 
b. no C:>l 
13. If YES, please state the symptom or symptoms; 
( ................................................................................ ) 
14. Do you want this water project to be continued or stop? 
a. Continue <:::> o 
b. Stop <=:> 1 
15. Do you use other or alternative water source? 
a. Yes <:::> o 
b. no <:::> 1 
16. If YES, please mention the water source: 
a. Sanitary well from MOH <:::> 
b. Unsanitary well <:::> 
c. river <:::> 
d rain <:::> 
e. others ( ............................................................ ) 
17. Give reasons why you to use the alternative water source? 
a. Main water source not enough yes <:::> 0 
b. More cheaper yes <:::> o 
c. More accessible yes <:::> o 
d. More quality yes <:::> o 
e. Other reasons ( .............................. ) 
DO<:::> 
no<:::> 
DOC:> 1 
no<:::> 1 
18. Any suggestion for the improvement of rural water project supplies by BAKAS Unit, 
MOH . 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Interviewer : 
Signature: 
Date: 
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PART3: 
IFORM OF SANITARY SURVEY OF RURAL WATER SYSTEM I 
A: GRAVITY FEED SYSTEM KKILB-1 
-CATCHMffiNTAREA ruSK 
YES NO 
1. Is the catchment area more than 5 hectors? c:::> c:::> 
2. Is there a risk of landslide or mudflow? c:::> c:::> 
(causing deforestation) in the catchments area? 
3. Is there any crop production or industrial 
pollution upstream? 
4. Aie there any farms animals upstream, polluting c:::> 
the source? 
5. Is there any human habitation upstream, polluting<::::> 
the source? 
-DAM 
6. Is the dam area unfenced? 
7. Is there no facility for removing the sand/ 
any blocking? 
PIPED DISTRIBUTION FROM WATER SOURCE TO THE VILLAGE. 
8. Is the distribution pipe exposed? 
9. If there are any pressure break boxes/ tank , are theic:::> c:::> 
covers exposed or unsanitary? 
10. Is the wall of pressure break boxes cracked? c:::> 
ll.Is the water pressure low at the end of the 
distribution pipe? 
12. Is there any illegal water connection? 
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PART3: 
FORM OF SANITARY SURVEY OF RURAL WATER SYSTEM 
A: GRAVITY FEED SYSTEM KKILB-1 
-CATCHMENT AREA RISK 
YES NO 
1. Is the catchment area more than 5 hectors? <=::> <=::> 
2. Is there a risk of landslide or mudflow? <=::> <=::> 
(causing deforestation) in the catchments area? 
3. Is there any crop production or industrial <=::> 
pollution upstream? 
4. Are there any farms animals upstream, polluting <=::> 
the source? 
5. Is there any hwnan habitation upstream, polluting<=:> 
the source? 
-DAM 
6. Is the dam area unfenced? 
7. Is there no facility for removing the sand/ 
any blocking? 
PIPED DISTRIBUTION FROM WATER SOURCE TO THE VILLAGE. 
8. Is the distribution pipe exposed? 
9. If there are any pressure break boxes/ tank , are theic:::::> <=::> 
covers exposed or unsanitary? 
10. Is the wall of pressure break boxes cracked? <=::> 
ll.Is the water pressure low at the end of the 
distribution pipe? 
12. Is there any illegal water connection? 
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B. DUG WELU WITH CASING KKILB-2 
General infonnation: 
1. depth of the well: .............. meter 
ii. water level during rainy season: ........... meter 
iii. water level during dry seasons: ........... meter 
XI. Does the well on regular chlorination? 
a. yes <:::::> o 
b. no ~ 1 
-SANITATION AROUND THE WELL 
I. Is there a latrine within 15 meters of the well ? 
2. Is the nearest latrine on higher ground than the well? 
RISK 
YES 
<:::::> 
<:::::> 
3. Is there any other source of pollution <:::::> 
(e.g. animal excreta, rubbish) within 10 meters of the well? 
4. Is the drainage poor, causing stagnant water within 
2 meters of the cement floor of the well ? 
5. Is the wall or fencing around the well inadequate, 
allowing animals in? 
6. Are the rope and bucket left in such a position that 
they may become contaminated? 
WELL STRUCTURE 
1. Is the concrete floor less than I meter wide all around 
the well? 
8. Are there any cracks in the concrete floor around the 
well which could permit water to enter the well? <:::::> 
9_ Is there a faulty drainage channel? Is it broken, permitting ponding? 
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10. Is the electric pump loose at the point of attachment to the base so that water 
could enter the casing? 
11. Is the cover of the well unsanitary? Is the wall (parapet) around the well 
inadequate, allowing surface water from entering the well? 
12. Are the walls of the well inadequately sealed at any point for 3 meters below 
ground level? 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (for direct connection) 
13. Can contaminants enter the domestic storage tank 
during filling? 
14. Is the PVC pipe exposed? 
15. Is the distribution pipe cross any latrine or animal farm? c:::> c:::> 
16. Is rubber pipe connected to the tap and exposed the end for contamination from 
the soil/ bucket? 
17. Are there any leaks in the distribution system? 
CONTAMINATION RISK SCORE: 
SUGGESTION 
RISK FOR CONTA1v11NATION: 
[LOW I INTERMEDIATE I HIGH 
Name & signature of the observer ............... ····················· ............................. . 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 
... ... ... ... ... 
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C TUBE WELL SYSTEM 
General information: 
1. depth of the well: .............. meter 
KKILB-3 
ii. water level during rainy season: ........... meter 
iii. water level during dry seasons: ........... meter 
xn. Does the well on regular chlorination? 
a. yes <=:> o 
b. no <:=:> 1 
-SANITATION AROUND THE WELL 
1. Is there a latrine within 15 meters of the well ? 
2. Is the nearest latrine on higher ground than the well? 
RISK 
YES 
c::> 
c::> 
3. Is there any other source of pollution c:;, 
(e.g. animal excreta, rubbish) within 10 meters of the well? 
4. Is the drainage poor, causing stagnant water within 
2 meters of the cement floor of the well ? 
5. Is the wall or fencing around the well inadequate, 
allowing animals in? 
WELL STRUCTURE 
6. Is the concrete floor less than 1 meter wide all around 
the well? 
1. Are there any cracks in the concrete floor around the 
well which could permit water to enter the well? 
8. Is there a faulty drainage channel? Is it broken, 
permitting ponding? 
9. Is the electric pump loose at the point of attachment to C::> 
the base so that water could enter the casing? 
1 o. Is the well casing build less than 30 em from the 
NO 
c::> 
c::> 
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concrete floor? Is the casing broken? 
11. Is the casing tube build less than 3 meter below 
ground level? Is the casing broken? <==:> 
-DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (for direct connection) 
12. Can contaminants enter the domestic storage tank 
during filling? 
13. Is the PVC pipe exposed? 
14. Is the distribution pipe cross any latrine or animal fann? <:::::> <=:::> 
15. Is rubber pipe connected to the tap and exposed the end 
for contamination from the soil/ bucket? <:::::> 
16. Are there any leaks in the distribution system? <:::::> 
CONTAMINATION RISK SCORE: 
SUGGESTION 
RISK FOR CONTAMINATION: 
I LOW I INTERMEDIATE lffiGH 
Name & signature of the obseiVer ................................................................. . 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 
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PART 4 
• NEED TO FULFILLED BY THE MOH ST AF 
1. Name of the analyzer: 
2. Date I time of samples acceptation: 
TYPE OF ANALYSIS PERMISSABLE 
LEVEL/ 
GUIDELINE'S 
VALUE 
GROUPl (count/ I OOml) 
- microbiology 
1. E.co/i 0 
-physical 
2._QH 6.5-9.0 
3. Colour 15 Hazen 
4. Turbidity 5NTU 
5. Free residual chlorine > 0.2 mg/1 
6. Temperature c 
7. Conductivity 100 mg/ml 
GROUP2 ( mg/1) 
-chemical 
8. Total hardness 100 
9. Total dissolved solid 500 
(TDS) 
10. Ammonia ( NH3) 0.5 
11. Iron (Fe) 0.3 
GROUPJ 
-chemical 
12. Sulphate ( S04) 400 
13. Phosphorus 0.2 
14. Nitrate (N) 10 
RESULT 
Signature of sample analyzer: ............................... . 
COMMENT 
Permissible level: National Guideline for Drinking water Quality 1990 by Drinking 
water Quality Surveillance Unit, division of Engineering Services, Ministry of 
Health. Malaysia. 
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Jabatan Kesihatan Universiti Sains Malaysia, 
Kelantan Caw. Kelantan 
TEMA 
"Perkongsian pintar kearah 
kesihatan untuk semua" 
4- 5 November 2001 
Perdana Resort, PCB, . 
Kota Bharu, Kelantan . 
• - · /1 \, 
/ 
Usaha pencegahan dan kawalan bagi mempastikan penyakit FWBD tidak terus 
berlaku per1u dilaksanakan secara ke~asama semua pihak terutama Jabatan 
Kesihatan, pihak berkuasa tempatan, syarikat pembekal air masyarakat, institusi 
penyelidikan, pengendali makanan dan masyarakat selaku pengguna. Ke~a-ke~a 
yang te\ah sedia dilaksanakan seperti pemantauan tahap pencemaran makanan 
dan minuman yang berisiko, penguatkuasaan bersepadu, ke~asama intersektoral 
dan pengagihan seimbang petugas kesihatan mengikut beban kerja perlu 
diteruskan dan d\pantau keberkesanannya. Beberapa cadangan baru juga peclu 
dipert\mbangkan seperti memperhebatkan penyelidikan, penubuhan pusat 
kecemer\angan berkaitan penyakit berasaskan ceret beret (Diarrhea Diseases 
Center) dan pengukuhan sistem maklumat dan pengauditan program secara 
berka\a. 
P1.2 
PENCEMARAN SALMONELLA SPP. DALAM AIR TELAGA 
DINEGERIKELANTAN 
Pn. Natrah Abu Bakar dan Noraz!izawati Nawang 
A total of 100 well-water were collected from Kota Bharu, Bachok, Pasir Mas 
and Pasir Putih district and analysed for salmonella spp. Isolation was conducted 
by pre-enrichment and second enrichment, selective plating. serological reac-
tion and finally biochemical identification. All isolates were further serotyped at 
the Institute of Medical Research, Kuala Lumpur. Of the lot, 12 samples were 
detected salmonella spp. and most of sampel from Kota Bharu. The most fre-
quently serotype of salmonella were salmonella spp. unknow followi09 by 
weltevreden, bovismorbificans and galiema. 
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P1.3 
A STUDY ON THE POTABILITY OF RURAL 
WATER SUPPLY BY BAKAS 
Dr. Sharifah Mahani Syed Mahar Affandi, Dr. Abdul Manaf Hamid 
BAKAS (Water supply and environmental sanition) unit of ministry .o~ Health 
was first introduced in 197 4 for controlling water and vector borne d1seases 
through supplying safe water supply and sanition f~cili~ies !or rural areas. But 
there's no proper monitoring of the water quality like m gevermenUnon-
government treated water plant. A cross-sectional stu?y ;:as conducted to 
study on the potability of various rural water system_ (Gravity reed sys~e~, Ov~r 
Head Tank, direct Connection and ot~ers( supplies by BAKAS un!t 1n. Pas1r 
Puteh. 164 household from different villages were seiected u~ing ~ult1stage 
random sampling. Data were collected using a structured ques~1onna1re, water 
sampling for physical, chemical and microbiology and s~mta_ry survey t~ 
estimate the risk of water contamination. Parameters that v1ola~Jonare E.~oll 
(53.7o/o), pH (63.4°/0 ), colour (0.6°/o), turbidity (20.7%), free :es1dual chlonne 
(77.4o/o), ammonia (5.5°/0 ), iron (6.1%) and phos~hate (20.7Yol. ~esu~ts also 
showed that regular chlorinating (Odds Ratlo=1.19, 95 Yo vonf1denc~ 
lntervai=0.059-0.240 p=O.OOO) had significant influence o~ presenc~ of E.Coh. 
Non-involvement of communities is still rated as a problem 1n Malaysia although 
it is not regarded as serious. National staff should now more aware of. ~he 
importance of involving communities in all asp~cts of wat~r supply a~d san1t1on 
schemes including planning, design, construction, operation and maintenance. 
P2.1 
INISIATIF BEKALAN AIR SELAMAT 01 KEL~NTAN 
Air Kelantan Sdn. Bhd 
Abstrak tidak disertakan 
P2.2 
KAJIAN KAP MASYARAKATTERHADAP PERSEKITARAN 
,: Dr. Hanis USM 
Abstrak tidak disertakan 
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Household Satisfactions On Rural Water Supplies By 
Ministry Of Health ln Pasir Puteh, Kelantan. 
Sharifah Mahani Sved Mahar Affandi & Abdul Manaf Hamid 
Department of Community Medicines. School of Medical Sciences. Universiti 
Sain~ Ma\aysia. 
BAKAS (Water supp\y and environmental sanitation) unit of Ministry of Health 
(MOHJ wa~ flrst introduced in 1974 for controlling water and vector borne 
diseases through supplying safe water supply and sanitation facilities for rural 
areas. A cross-sectional study was conducted to study on the satisfactions of 
various rural water system supplies by BAKAS unit in P.Puteh. 164 household 
from different villages were selected using multistage random sampling. Data 
were collected using a structured questionnaire for villages satisfactions. water 
sampling for physicaL chemical and microbiology. and sanitary survey to estimate 
the risk of water contamination. Factors that contribute to the wholesome of 
water supply are numbers of family members <mean 5.48 ~ 2.66). numbers of 
water tap (mean :2.99~ 0.96). years of using {mean 7.36~ 5.81) and numbers of 
houses. Result~ also showed that. no regular chlorinating of water system (Odds 
Ratio= I. I 9. 95q[ Confidence lnterval=0.059-0.240. p=0.000) had significant 
mfluence on presence of £.coli. Thus the water supplies in Pasir Puteh is still 
not very satisfacLOry. The condition could be improved by involving communi tie~ 
m all aspects of water supply and sanitation. Any lack of involvement is mostly 
caused h~ insufficient health education. 
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Pengetahuan Dan Amalan Pelajar Sekolah Menengah Di 
Malaysia Tentang Bahaya Tabiat Merokok 
-Kajian HELIC 
Faris lrfan CY1 .. AMH Zabidi -Hussin 1, Mazidah AR', Quah BS 1• Ab(lul Wahab F. 
Ruzita T'. Hafezi MZ 1, Suhaimi H~ 
1Universiti Sains Malaysia,2Universiti Islam Antarabangsa.3Universiti Kebangsaan 
Malaysia. 
Kajian ini tclah tlijalankan di empat kawasan kajian di Semenanjung Malaysia iaitu 
Kelantan. Pahang, Selangor dan Kuala Lumpur untuk mengkaji tahap pengetahuan, 
sikap dan amalan pelajar sekolah menengah terhadap tabiat merokok. Selain itu, 
kajian ini juga bertujuan untuk menguji keberkesanan program intervensi yang 
dijalankan menggunakan modul pendidikan yang dicipta khas mcngikut kurikulum 
sckolah. Seramai 968 orang pelajar tingkatan satu te\ah terlibat dengan kajian ini 
daripada Iapan buah sckolah iaitu dua seko\ah daripada setiap kawasan. Tahap 
pengetahuan. sikap dan amalan (KAP) tentang tabiat merokok diuji menggunakan 
satu set borang soal selidik. Borang soal selidik yang terdiri dari 40 soalan ini diisi 
sendiri oleh pel ajar pada hari ujian dijalankan. Selepas mengikuti ujiar~ KAP, pelajar-
pelajar di sekolah intervensi mengikuti program intervensi sclama emim minggu 
menggunakan modul yang disediakan. Setelah selesai program imervensi dija1ankan. 
ujian KAP2 pula akan dilaksanakan. Keputusan daripada kcdua-dua ujian intervensi 
ini akan dibandingkan untuk melihat keberkesanan modul intervensi yang diikuti. 
Berdasarkan anal isis yang dijalankan selepas ujian KAP I. didapati 16. 7c;( pelajar 
telah mclaporkan bahawa mereka pernah mencuba rokok (88. 9c;(, lelaki dan 1 Ll% 
perempuan) manakala 3.73% merokok setiap hari. l1.41ci; merokok sekurang-
kurangnya sebatang dalam seminggu. Peratus yang paling tinggi ialah dikalangan 
pelajar-pclajar di Pahang ( 20.3% ) diikuti oleh Selangor c 18.5% ), Kuala Lumpur 
(14.3%) dan Kelantan (13.6%). Ujian KAPI yang dijalankan menunjukkan bahawa 
meskipun pelajar tahu tentang bahaya tabiat merokok. pengetahuan ini tidak 
dipraktikkan. Hasil daripada program intervensi yang dijalankan. didapati pelajar 
yang mengikuti program intervensi mempunyai purata markah ujian yang tinggi 
semasa ujian KAP2 (K2:::31.98±6.62. A2:::49.82±5.82. P2=2h.33±3.40) berbanding 
KAPI (KI=28.9±7.96, Al==47.45±6.37. P1=25.82±3.8) dengan pc:rbezaan yang 
sang at ketara (p.s0.05 ). Perkcmbangan ini diharapkan dapat juga mcngubah konsep 
dan persepsi pelajar tcrhadap tabiat merokok seterusnya menjauhi tabiat buruk ilU. 
Ini akan dipastikan melalui ujian susulan (KAP3 I yang akan dilaksanakan dalam 
tempoh enam bulan dari tarikh ujian KAP2. 
A STlRJJ' ON THE POTABILITY OF RURAL 
JVA TER SUPPUES BY "BAKAS" UN/1~ 
MINISTRY OF HEALTH IN TANAII MERAH 
AND PASIR PUTEH KELANTAN. 
J)R. RIIARIFAII MAll ANI RYRD MAIIAR An"A.r'IOI 
MASTF.R OF C"OMMIINITY MF.OIC"tNP: (F.~VIRONM,NTAI. ttF.AI.l"ll) 
!iiii'RIH'J.SOR: 
rROf'. MA.Ol' A JlR. Aflt)lll, MANAF n. II.L tiAMm 
DP:rARl'MV.NT Of" COMI\fiiNtn• MF.Df("ll\'1': 
ti.SM. KRI..AI'ITAN. 
. 1 concerns in relationship There are 3 crur•a 
between water and health : . 
. f 1 bY water-poor countncs 
• I. The constramts ace( - cth·ities. 
I th · • t on humar\ a am err ampac rt . . the face or 
• 2. The maintenance of ~·~~ter qua 1 J 10 
gntwing demand. 1 h d n·ater 
. I tw en hea t an ' 
• 3. The direct hnk Je ~ sociated with 
especially concerning d•~et;~a~~er and with 
insufficient and poor-qua 1 d' osal of 
inadequate provi~ion for the •sp · 
wastewater. (WHO.l992) 
• 
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f6ll Watl'r i<~ an rs . o,rntinJ nutrirnt 
~ Each pcr!'on drinks an average of 2.0 litres of fluids daily· 
depending on body m.e, body metabolism, physical acmity 
and en,ironmental conditions. The qu~tlity and the~ 
potability of'\'\·ater is very important, as contaminated water 
~"'Y cause food and water-borne diseases, skin,eyes 
d1sorder and other organ problem 
&1 (Shukur,l 997) 
~Physical, chemical and microbiologr contamJnaoon 
emanating from natural geological sources agricultural and 
indu.qfrial activities has to be monitored to ~nsure 
whoJ~ome of drinking watt-r and safety to consumers. 
~Water is potable "'·hen it is free from apparent colour 
turbidity,odor & ohj«tionahle taste, cardnogenic, ' 
mutagenic or neurotoxic substances. 
(Akbar ,1989). 
T WHY RURAL WATER SYSTEM? 
r.!'!More- than t hillion ~ople haH' no acc~s to an adequate and 
safe water !!!Upply, and a variety of physical, chemical and 
hiologjcnl agents render many sources unhealthy. More than 
800 million of those undeser1•ed Jh•e in rural areas 
(\VII0,1998). 
~ MOH intensifyin2 the surveillance prntuammes both tn 
urban and rural areas in order to fultill the cJpccted 
increast-d demands for potable water with the rapid 
expan!l;ion of economic development in the country. 
I 
/ 
"rWhat i~ BAKAS unit, Ministry of Health? 
fl!f "\\'Ater supply and environm~ntal ~arritation" 
~ for rontrolling water And vector-horne dise-as~ throu¢1 
~uppl_-.·inl:! safe watt-r ~upply and sanlbtion facilities for rural 
Brt"a.-. • 
f';'l R/\I<AS rural projl"Ctc; for water supply are; 
J. Gravity f~ s~rn(GF"S)" 
2 Sanitary wdl!!- Overhead tank(Oiff)* and I>irect 
connl"Ction(DC)* 
• 3. Rainwater cnllection 
• 4. Government/ NGO water ronnl'Ction- Air Kdanbtn Sdn IJhd 
(1\I(SlJ) 
• 5.nthc~ 
• 
(Endnccring Scrvice.c; Oivi:">ion,lHOll,l999) 
Table 1 :Percentage of hou~es 'ft"ith rural water supply 
and percentage of houses with unsafe water in Kelantan. 
TYPE OF \\1 ATER SUPPLY 199ft 2000 
MOH ( BAKAS PROJECT) ( "28.84 ::> 13.72 JJ 
-
AIR KELANTAN SON BHD 34.22 40.5'3 (j' 
OTHER AGENCIES 11.70 10.69 ~ 
~--------------------------------
UNCLEAN \VATER SllPPL'\" 25.24 35.06 1] 
I ~" : g::....,. 
' t.~.;_.) ,/ 4{~ ~~':J-'*' ~"». jl)::~· ~~ C,_,,_,ir' Source: State Health Director Office ,1998 & 2000 
1" TYPES OF RURAL WATER SYSTEM 
CONCERNED IN THIS STUDY. 
1. GRA VJn· FEED SJ:~TEft.f-
1
,. Ptol'ides untreated wat«.>r to the naral communities, using sprin~ 
wnter from uninhabited catcftments areas, 'ft'hich an.- relatively free 
I frorn contamination (MOll, 1983). 
'' COILC!truct\>d with 8 hillside co1tcn-re and stone silt box connected 
lhy, an underground pipe to a villa~ mp. 
'water Rources (reservoir) located higher le\•el (e.g hills, mountain) 
t},Jtn con.!llumt":r & use f!l"Snity for the wafer to now. 
/,can mlpply from 50 to 300 hou~ depe~ing on ca~acity of the 
~Wafer flow ('OntinUoU.'I)y, fh£" size of th(' ptpe and optimum pres~ure. 
Figure 1: Percentage of uhsatisfactory ( not potable) 
water ~amplinR from MOH projects by state in 1999. 
Figure 2: Percentage of house.~t in rural areas with 
un!-lafe n·nter Rupply by state in 1999. 
S~~tltcr:Annunl rc"J'Ilrt on RAKA:": fltOJ!:rnmmo~ EnRineetin unit 
Mlnl1o1try oF 11rt~llh, 1000. g ' 
Gravity feed !lystcm 
2. TUBE WEI .. L WITH OVER 
HEAD TANK-
, drilled type il' cho~n becau~ the~c 
typ~ or tube weD are nearly always 
potable when ~onstructcd and located tn 
prevent pollution (Lehr et nl~ 1980). 
; can supply from 4 to 50 housrs 
depending un the depth ,,r fhe weJI & 
water level 
I ,. u.o:e dectric pump 
I ;r maximum depth- 30 metc.-rs 
4.AJR KELANJ'ANSJJN. BHD. (AKSB) WATER 
[ CONNEC170N 
,. AKSB wak>r connt"Ctio'n was purpo~d)' chosen for "oth("r"" typt'!i 
, of rural water s~·stt'm. 
, TIJis system produced treated "·nter .,;rh a con,,entional met~od 
im•ohing process of nrration, flocculation, sedimentation, fi1tratmn 
and chlorination. 
I ,;- BAKAS urrit pro'l'iciNI nU thf' piping "Rnd wAter connt'Ction f1·om 
j ' · 1·pe ~0 the con~um<"r· house (not dirccth· undt"r DA KAS trrcmnrn p ,, · - • • project). The consumc~ onl)· nced to pay the water b1lls e"·t'ry month 
,to AKSB. 
I h . 
_,. In Tanah Merah theJ"Je arc 6 waf("r treatment plants where y m 
Pasir Putt'h. only 1 water tnatmt'nt plant available. 
Figure 3: Percentage of rurall't·ater !iiydem by 
BAKAS project in Kelantan, 1999 
rDmmf'll. En,(!'int•l'rin~ unit, 
Soun-f':Annunl Tl'por1rm Jli\KA~ prOg · · 
Mlni11try orHenUh,lOOO. 
3. OPEN DUG WELL WITII DIRECf CONNECTION 
(NO TANK)-
;r 11u~ cheapest type of well construction and can be done 
manually hy villa~n;. 
;r supply 1 hJ 2 houses 
,. u~ dt'Ctric pump 
..; up-grading from un.'lanltary wt'll to ~tnitary we-ll (with proper 
npron, proper drain eft:). 
;r The well depth can be as about 6 to 15 meters depends ~n type or 
snil. The diameter of the well usually 90 to 12() centimeters. 
Wntcr trentment plant 
LITERATURE REV lEW 
I. Drinkin~ Water Quality Standard (WHO, 1983}- drinking water 
mu!lt he clear, colourJeqs and odourl~s.. It must be pleasant to 
drink and free from all harmful organisms, chemical substances 
artd radionudeides irr which could constitute a ha.zard to the 
health of the consumer. The quality of drinking water ls 111etlsured 
in tenns of its physical, che-mical, radioche-mical and 
microbiolo~cal characteristics. 
2.Thc challenges confronting the water supply sector in Malaysia i.e; 
not only to ensure that it is adequate and continuous water supply 
to all residents but also to e-nsure that it is able to meet the ever 
more strin~nt wnter qusUty standards oonsistmcy (fan,1997). 
3. Study by lhyati (2000), in Pendang, Kedah showed that 66.7% of 
the.- n·att-r samples taken from 39 open dug weiJ 'ft'Cre 
<."'rttaminated ";th coliform. There was a relationship between 
bacteria contamination and the depth of the well, distant from 
septic tank. apron conditions and the u.~ of electric water pump. 
II 4. Efclrerichin coli, to; the microbiologicnl indicators or choice for . I drinking water potability esfledalty in deol·elopin~ countrit"s with 
limited resources ( \VIIO, 1993). 
II 5. Tite practice of boiling watt"r Jlffds m he accompanied with other . aspt"'Cts of hygiene and Cype ofws~r supply influenced si~ilicantl~ 
the pnsencf" of h'tctetia (Win Kyi et nl, 1990). 
II 6. Wal•r 11oanall"m•nl i• loewmlng increa•lngly c:omp.-.locnsb~ and 
complicated due m larger concentrations or population, 
I cumrnt-rcial acti,•iti~ and indu~triC"S around thf' citi~ anti towns, incrt>a~ntz lult-r consurnption, incrt>ssing fl·a~r pollution, incrt>amng land u~ connie~ nnd climatt' changes (Ad•a~ 199'9). 
!-lF:rTIC SVSTF.M 
HYPOTHESIS 
v t. There is a difference in the potability 
of drinking water from the 4 types of 
rural water supplies. 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 
<a> Drinking water monitoring is one of the interesting 
~uhject.11 in environmental health and water quality is an 
rmportant issQe for many yean especially in Kelantan. 
At present, the monitoring and surveillance programme 
IN limited to urban distribution system and some remote 
sy:dems in plantation. 
'JI Thi!f iro~ only an exploratory study.No similar study has 
been done before and there is no baseline data available. 
Thus, this study will further extend to include all types 
of public water Rupplies in rural areas. · 
OBJECTIVES: 
•A. General: To ~tudy the poblhifity of rural water 
silppJit's by BAJ<AS unit~ 1\finistry of HeaJth in · 
KeJantan. • "' 
•B. Spt-cific: 
Ji 1. To assess the physical, chemical & 
microbiological parameters of 4 types of rural water 
S)'5tf'rns jn Tanab Merab and P.a.odr Putl'h distrlcb. 
lil. To compare thf' potn hnity of 4 types of rural 
water !!Yste~"m;. 
To study the commmt"r !liatisfadion on the quality 
quantify of rural water ~up ply. 
To dett-nnine the risk of contamination for es~ch 
water sy~tem bast>d on totnl sanitary sun'l'Y 
aml E. coli cakulation. 
l 
I 
I 
II 
• RESEARCHDESIGN: 
• -CROSSSECTIONALSITT[)J' 
• -SlVDl' PERIOD: 16.8.20()() mL29. 7.2001 
• REFERENCE POP(JJ.,ATJON: 
• All hnu'6 in the n•ral11rea th1tt r~elvt'd water supply frnm f\elanmn BAKAS 
pmjcoct. 
II 
• snrnv J•ortrLATJON: 
• Hou~es recdvl'd 1'1'11lrr !UIJlply l'rt~m BAK..\S rural projects In Tnnah Merah & 
P~t,fr Putt-h. All hnu~l'~ lll"'l' numhl'red by the Public: Jlrntth ln,J'N'clr»r (1'111) 
nc:cnrdinR tn their m11r In ,rlectt'd \"IIIJIRl'· 
• mnlti~bl!l' nmdnm !'amrfin~ II 
• SAMPLING MF.lliOI>: 
• SAMPLF. SI7.F. CALC\JJ,ATJON: 
• udnR twn rrorortlnn fnnnul:a (J>arnnn,19114)- minimum 2.<2 ~mrlr~ 
Map of Ke1antan 
RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS _,<J method!'!) 
0 nain- were asked fnma sc.>lectt>d 1. Hy usin~ sur·rey fonn- que-s on & tl . satisfaction on thl' 
I• J hold dahl lear · hous~ for base me touse 1 uantin·- 1 ~ qu<':"tions \fSter quality (ta5te, odour. rolnur) 1111' q · 
(V\'HO, 1997). 
. ah·sis- takt-n fnmt inter,ir"·ffi 
2.8y water snmphng and an • · ·d • ki water qualitv control 
h ld d I d on fidd I nn ng . • ouseho an ana Yl.e 1 ()ffi _ J 4 paramett>rs "R·t>re ( I{A.fAM) I lx to at #he JleaJt I ret> a )ra ry d with the permissible Jcvt>l 
tested Hnd thf' result!l were compare 
froDt Mini-ttn· of Health . 
· • e fonn to determine the level of 
J.By using sumdard sanrtary !'UrV Y • • St-ni<"~ 
• · • E"d hv Engm('("nDI! • · 
rJsk for mnt»mination- pn-par . • h watrr svstt-m. 
Division, MOll- specifi<" chrck h~t for eac · 
• GFS- t51tem!! ( KK/Ln.J) 
• OHT- 161tem~ {KK/LB~~) 
SAMPLING METIIOD: 
MULTISTAGE RANDOM SAMPLING 
KEJ..ANfAN 
1st stage n ( by random sampling) 
6 DISTRICfS 
(Hith all4 types~ of n•11#er suppJies anila&Je) 
2nd sta~e .. ,~ ------~ndom sampling) 
PASJR PIJTF.ll TANAU MERAH 
3rd stnf{e U ( hy random ~ampling) U 
VJJ,J.AGE!MliKIM VILLAGEIMUKIM )_ I u-tr tl ·o urr---n-u ....__..,.,...n ___,..,u 
GFS OUT DC AKSU GfS OHT DC AI<Sil 
Prrrcontnge ofpotnhle wnter 11nmples rrnm OJ-IT wnter !lyl'tem = 51.8So/o 
Prrcenta~e of rot. hie Wlltt'r !lnmpll'l' from D{'! Wlltl'r !ly!ltem =25.000/o 
Nn dnl11 n\'llllnhlr for GFS 11nd AJ<Sn. 
(r.rnt•h d!stTict h•~ttch.nffkf, 1999) 
... 
T' I (Prnpnrtlon or pntahll' 'Wnter !lnmph.•!! frnm Ol.:rr wnter sylltem)"" 0.51 
Pz (Proportion nf Jllltahle Wlltr.r !lnmplrll from nc watr.r ll.)'lltem) =O..U:: 
l . ., (Confidence' iniC'rval of9~%)=- 1.96 
Z 11 (Pol\'eroflhe 51Ucfy 90'!6)= I.:!S 
13y u~ing tw\l pwport1nns fonnufR, 
DATA COLLECTION AND HANDLING: 
~All houst"S in the !'lei('Cted villages wet-c mapped & numbered 
ncrordingly hy fhr PHI and hi~ a~it~:tant. Sdection of the houses hy 
random ~ampling. 
~ Tht'y intt>rviewed selecte-d hou~ehold re~arding water quality & 
quantity. 
~ Tht- q·att>r samples q•ere takm from tf1e water tap & anai,Y7.ed 
on lidd for the chemical, physical and microbiological parameten 
hy using standard mea~ul'eW imtrumf'nt a~ in tah1e 3. 
~A total of325 samples (161- T.Merah & 1(l4- P.Puteh) were 
cnllectl'd from 16.8.2000 till29. 7.2001 . 
I 
I 
Table 2: U."t or parameters tested, the descriptions and ad verse effec 
PARAMF.l'F.RS SOURCF .. c;/ NEGATIVE 
---~ESCRIPTI~l!__ H.EAI.TII EFFECT 
-------
I 
MicrohinloRJ' 
I. F.sclruic/ritl cnU Human and Wftnn Can ouR dl:trrhe., cnwnps. 
bloodrd mammnl~ naaseA. hradad1t' and otMr 
fecRI WMlt'. 
symptoms. llftd a• an htdkator 
lhlll olhn polmtlaiiJ hannrut 
I 
---··---
----------------· 
~!~ybep_~-
------
Pln•sicnl l'lo dlr«t lntpad. EX'Inme l. pll \'t'ry lntpnrbnl p11rameter qfun of pll can fft'Uff In the 
tn t'n~ure !lllll"rnctnry walen conlamln~otlon or drinking 
chtriOcnUon and dl~lnfectlon. 
" .. t.-r and In ad•-rrre errC'C'U on 
I 
lb tDI'Ir, odour and llp~•ranu. 
I ·-------- ------·-------· ------------Oue to pnrrn~ nf cnlonr.,cl ;,, hcllllh crrc-cl'l hut may 
I 
J. colour OI"JtftftiC h11111l'r (rrtm11r1Jy hunt I 1K- Ute fint lndlcaHnn of 
Rnd Cuhic Rdcl~) auodalrcl '1'11111 II hnz.ardOIIIIIlUIIUcm. 
tht' hamu" Cntctlon or nil 
(!!tTongly lnllum~d hy '"'" 
artd otht'r mrtab). 
I 
l 
Table 2 continued 
Cltemicnl 
C~tldum and mllgrtr!llam H.rd waltr l.o not • htllllh 11. tlltalluordnc-~c 
dluoh·NIIn Wlllt-r lltt' the- rbk, bul nut.nntt' toeou'll' rrr 
mlnrral bllllllnp e>n lhlurrs 
two me>tlt common 
nnd poor""'" f dttna~nl rnlnrr11l~ thnt mRke Wlll~r Jlt'rformlln«. DrJIOSIU fn ~ .. hArd" pl(lt'S m11y rrclucr Wllltr nnw • 9. Inial dk•oh'rl'l ,onct OrlRinalr lr~>m nRintlll l'lo henllh trrrcl~ _ comprl\e lnnrJ!Anlc ~~~~~~ ~ottrr.e,_ aeM>Jtt, urban run· }10WC'YI'r, tht' (lt~t'RCt' nf (til: calcium. mnJ!nr•fum. ofT nnrf lndn•frfnl high ll'Vt-1• nf 1n~ In ,..,.,, .. ...,.,,.,. Concenlrntlnn nr drinking ..,.,,,.r may br pnla"!um. bll:arbon•ltl. 
I 7J).'; dtprlld.r nD r:rolntJc•l ohjrcflonllhlf to cblorhfc.r, .•uiTalrr) •rut 1mMJI 
•monnlt nr nrl!'nnlc mnllrt rtRinns owlnJI to dl"rnnrM t'CIRliD1'11fl'!'l, 
I ~~~~~~atrr. __ ~-~-!!!!!!"!~~--~ -r----------··-Orlgln•UO" from J'lol nr lmmrdl•lr hrallh 10. 11mm"nla mrtaltc>Jk, agrJruJmraJ nlrvrurcr bul cnnc:rolntl'"n ol :00 J.!§ mJII mAy CIU"t anrl Jndudnltl prnrtrlll'l odour pmhlrm And :- 3!5 n•l!ll 
Dnll lr~tm dJ,..IJJJrrfJM may c•u•r lnslr prohlrmt. II 
.,.1th chlnrllmlnr. m•y •l•n comsun1nl.\r 
dblnfrcUoa crTicleacr. 
. 'bl 1 1 bv MOll the in~tTuments and the reagt'nt 'fa hie 3: Pt•rma~• e t'VC • • 
rsed for each lie!!~.:__----·- --·· · -----·- ·---- ·-·--REA-GEN-;,··---· ------·--·- JF'fflTRttl\fF.NTS ' fYPE OF rF.RI'<HSS.\RI,P • CHEMICAl. 
1·- ~~R~;~~~ ·- !:RV~~· _M<>J_ _ _ _ ____ -··-··- ·------.. ----
1 
-DA<:TERJAI, Mtnlr~>tt' nttnttlon Rl Mt'dl• Culturr llrolh 
Fucat collrom (Whirl-pack thl• b•8' 
I (~me ror 0 estt"rlllr:r~_P.~.!!.PR_~! .------·--F..coll) -p -. -· .. - nu«rr powdu prii<I'IO"! ·:.. riiYSIC.AL-- --- --·-· flach pfl Mf'tt'r 
6.5-9. · · raror 
r 
Pll 0 ( 4JS_OI~~? ..... -···-· en lour (:om~ .... 
<'oloar Hi ltllt.c-n - ·SIRC'tlfll'lll I.,.- ;:;T···l·, rorblctim"~r( uoor: Torblcllty .. '' ~lbyi par-·phcnyl~n~ 
· · IJach Modf'l OR lPOO dlaatlnt'(Drm 1~ F~e rrlldual >0.1nt[!ll hotomt'tr.r chlnrlnr Cftlorf~ Spt>c1~'01' · 
i'i-h7prii.tiif; i lofit JTantnPiw 
_ cnnauarvuy 
oc 
1iiii;,.en 
lOO otell 
TrntJ'f'1'11fure metrr 
(lly manuallyl 
11ifi;;ir v.nrA ~ntiiiltin. 
r.tsui•"C."r 2 UarllnN• 
. JKI"'der plltnw · 
Table 2 continued 
4. f11rhldlly Snllrrmnn-
-
5. r~~ldulll Chlorine I~ lhr m11ln 
chlnrln dlslnrrcu"R RJ(cnL 
6. lrmperalurc 
-
·- .. -------
7. c:nnductlvlty Rri•Rtt to TOS. 
dtpt-ndc on ~themkal 
con1p0!1ldon 11nd l•nl~t 
ch•~ .. on -tn lonz. 
Tnb1e 2 continued 
11.1rnn Nnlurnl dcpOllll,., 
c:orrndc>d mt"tnl 
dhrtrlbutlon pip~:~; 
-· 
ll. !'Uiphlltl! Natural dcpn!llts, 11teel 
21nd mrtallndu!ltrlt!;, 
IUnJllclde 
mnnu(Hcturlng 
-·-· 
13. pho~rhont!l NnhtrRI dcpn~ih, In 
(ertlllur arc c:allrd 
IIUJll'fJlh n~phate 
·-·---
]4. nltrntc RunnH from fprtJllur 
Ullr, Jr#Khlng lromst'plk 
I•Pk. . snnrgr, l!tCI!IIOh or 
n~turaJ tfl'pAtJb 
~uno: o..IHIIDN far dttaJ<~ar--H f&ilflU', 'll'BO.J"'-
Table 3: continued 
l. GROl 
·CIIF.M 
rr1 
----, 
JCAI, 
--
-
---·--
------(In gil) 
-------
---
f-· 
Net bndtb t'frrctr bot ao 
Interfere wtth d!slnrtcdon 
•nd prmlclc • 111aSbzm fer 
mlcrobhdtrowlh. 
Advt'm errcct with the 
chlorine by prod!Kb. 
No hnltb elfrcl Cool 
water Is ICOCn.lly 111ore 
palalllhle lbaii'WIItm 
...... ,. 111&1\ -•er 
lrm(lt'ralore mb•DCeS tM 
arowllt oCtnlcro.r&aabrns 
aad maylncrca~ bttlc:, 
""""'· cnlo•~r and 
enrTotlon JU'Pblc:mll. 
Add In produdng 
dissolved solid! and 
concentraUon or 
mlnen~l• 
l'lo hnlth died.~ but con 
fadllbttu tht' w-ut nf 
'Iron ba.cterl•'-und high 
IM'tl may r.frttt la!!U and 
m•J' ~tiiUJt lft11lnlng. 
Hitve a laxative: effect 
(dlnrrbea) that c:an 
lend to dehydration 
e!!peclally In lnrant.K. 
Jnnammatlnn or 
mucnu!l membrane, 
dennntltht, 
~.nctJvJab 
Methemoslobullnemla 
or .. Blue bal1y 
symlrome" In Infants 
under 6 months 
olwd !'1)11 ns METF..R(4460n) lolnl flln 1!.0.11!.! __ _ 
Anrnronl 
(I'III:J 
a 
Iron (Ft') 
trJ 3. GROl 
--
··-
· C.HF.M rcAt. 
--
Sulphate{ ~<> .. ) 
--
J'holfpba tr 
Nllntlr 
D.~ 
(l.J 
400 
0.2 
-----·-
Jl) 
-\' 
OR 2000 Dftellb .. -.e.-. .U.rwl 
.... 1111 ..... ~I -kNot. 
u..-.---
DR2000 Ftn-outlron nal(t'l't 
--
.P!wderDIRn 
OR 2000 SulfAwr 4 rulf11tt 
~wder.P.Itlow 
DR :moo Phonrn 3 pbm~phate 
(IOedor piUow 
f)R 2000 l'lltrafL' 5 nltrart 
(!!wder DIDow 
I Table 4: Lcv~l of risk for contamination 
Type of Total Sanitary Risk Score 
water 
\ 
I 
supply ----- .-· ---·-Low Risk Intermediate High Risk 
Risk 
GFS 0-3 4-7 8-15 
·------
1------· --------
OHT 0-3 4-7 8-16 
-------
-----
-------·- --------
DC 0-3 4-7 8-17 I~.Snun:c: Guidelines for drinking-w:~ter qu:~lity: Surveilhmce and Control of Community Sup lies. WHO.l997 
II 
r· 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
• Dnu -were entered and ana'ty7.C"(l by Statistical Packa~e for 
Soci21l Sciences (1"('r.dnn 10.0). 
a Use ofunh•ariate analy~is to contpare t~ water potability fi'Ona 
the 4 typ~ of wnter !!Uflply. 
a J)~ripth·e ~tatistics-Meanc:,m('dian,standard de,iation.c; ?nd 
interquttrtile range \\'t>re calculatC"d for all numt-rical~ ,.·artablt-s 
• lnfet-entinl statistics-{.1ti-square, Fisher Euct, Orre-"·ay 
ANOV A and Knlskal Wallis non-pararttetric test were u~t'11 
with p value < 0.05 indicates static;tical SiftJlificance. 
• Pt')"'("t>ntagcs of,iolation in thl' "·ater ~ampJes were compnr·ed 
with th~ drinking wat~r standard from I\10H. 
l\ 
TAOLE 5 : ASSF.SSMF.NT OF PRIORITY OF REMEDIAL ACTIONS 
DY RISK ANALYSIS 
£Coli 
Sanlbry lnspec:Uon risk KOn! 
Chontnutlon 0 1 '2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ~ 
Cnun& pn 
1001111 
>1000 E 
100-1000 D 
10-100 
c 
·-
1-tn B 
------
-~ 
--
0 A 
,.;.-..... _ llnwrhlt1 I mer~ Pdbolc:rtJ Lk: v~~ hlth rl k: 
.,..,,..., fAW• &nprj rlfJ Hfcf~t; ae<lnn ~ ~rfiJ ur'l ~DIIICtl! n 
.Source: Guidelines for drinking-wafer quality: Sur~ !lance 11nd Control of Community 
Surplie:~ WIIO.l997 
LIMITATIONS 
I) lntrn-nblll'ncr And lnter-oh~crvcr hiA~ 
- Mt'thndltechnlqul' ohtntrr l'nmplln~ (dlffl'tl'nt ~'Pmflll' 
cnllcctnr.l In uch cll~trlct!l). 
- Sunltnry !lnrvry wn!l detrrmlnt>d only by nhllt>n-n1lnnnl. 
l) Jn!ltntmt'nl.Pl hlllll· dlfft'rl'nt dbtrlct.~ hn\'t~ dlfferrnt cnllbrntlon of 1Rborator,· kJt 
ll!lt'd.To ovt'rcnmt'- 11!1"' the ~ame lntn&mtonb for hath dls1ric'b 
3) Some of the 11rlcdl'd hou!lchold wrre not at home during the sam(lllng time ,so 
netd (o comt' an oCher d11y. 
4) Prolong rnlny llf'n,nn nnd nood from Nnnmber 1000 tlll.lsmmu·y 1001, 10 datJI 
csmnnt br cvJJrd1-cJ JJI Ul»l fJmr MCJJU!Il' Jt wJJJ Jntrrl'rrr 1b!' YFJJfrr »n»Jy.d .. 
f'otnh111ty would he .ex~ctrd to detcrlorstte during rnlny months ~lncc hllc\l'rlnl 
cont11ntln11tfnn (I( grnundw11t~r g~nt'nlnylrte~~ •ft<-r hf'lH)' rtJiri:'f {Krtuiu 
2000). ' 
_l!.!!.!!.f:.§lU-"J'II.!!!t•.!!!.J!al!!!lt,Mc:rah !!:!d Paalt Pateh. 
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I Table 7 : ~ptive !>tBtistics on the ch nrncteristk o r household or the !ltutiy population (n=325) according tu the rural water !'~'!Ott'ttL•. 
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TPihlc 9: Pr-rccntHgr or \'ltllaUnn tJr the fHlrHmclcr~ lf'~ted ftn.l"r compnrlng w~th 
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I Figurt> R: Percentage of r II violation in 4 types of watt-r ~ystcm. 
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Figure 9: P ercent:age o f tur bidity violation (> 5 NTU) in 4 types of 
rural wa ter system. 
T~hl~ 8: De~<'.riptive stntistics on th~ cun~umer sntisfnctimL . 
• Varia b les %'-
.. 1. Enoug h of water supply (quantity) 66.2 
• 2. Satisfied with the water s mell (no s mell ) 86.2 
• 3. Sati sfied w ith the water colour (no colour) 82.5 
• 4. Satisfied w ith the w ater taste (no tas te) 88.9 
• 5. No health problem related to water supplies 99.1 
• 6. To contin ue MOH water project 99.7 
• 7. Practic e of chlorination 39.7 
• 8. Use alternatives water sources ~-5 
F i[!lli"C 13: l'c t·ccntn!(C of u~ngc of nltcnl~ tiv~ wa tcr ~ourcc"-
-· ··-- - -- - ------------ -----...., 
S/JtlTMf I.I&HTmi R\-ffi f¥'N 
TYFf:S a= ALTERVA11\.£ W\TER sa.R;E 
- --------- - - - ----- -' 
Figure 14: P<.'rcenU.ge of hou~s "ith inadequ a te wa ter supplies 
£. Co/1 
,....,..unt pt'r 
I~Oit ml >1000 
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TABLE 11 : ASSESSMENT OF l'RIORITY OF RF:M EDI AL ACTIONS 
nY .n1sJ<: ANAf.~'SIS 
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SUMMARY OF 11r'ATER ANALYSIS RESuLTS. 
• There's v iolation in: 
rr -faecal coliform { 54.3%) 
• - p H {55.2%) 
• -colo ur (2.5%) 
• - turbidity(29 .3%) 
• -free residual chlorin, FRC ( 
• -phosphate (16.T%) 
• -ammonia ( 3.7%) 
• - iro n (3.7%) 
• No violation in temperature, t 
hardness ,conductivity, Total dissolved 
solid(TDS), sulphate & nitrate 
• 5. 1: T he potability of 4 ty pes of rural water Rystem base 
un microhiologicru,phy~ical and chemical parameters. 
• 5. 1.1 : Microhiolo~kal 
- :;4.3% of totnlwnter sRmplin~ nn" amtaminatcd nith E. coli. 
- GFS is the most umafe water supp~Y in 'l'l'hich a ll water samples 
collected wer e contamjnated. Titis Sll'lcm has nn opportunity for 
cli.<infl·ctions a(· :my where 11<.'twt•cn thc w:~ (cr !'Ource, dis tribution 
~1111 the con~umcr hou54:. 
- l)..tail study on GF~ in Lesotho, South Africn hy Kravitz (2(){)()), 
found I 00% o f the samples water are cont-.1minated with coliform 
wheth er GFS is unimproved, semi-improved or improved water 
~UI I1 "('C. 
/ 
/ 
• - DC has a higher microbiological violation (69.9o/o) 
than OHT (40%). Dug wells are more exposed for 
contaminations because of the depth were leNs thai\ 30 
mete~ (usually around 6 to 9 meters), depends on the 
type of soil. 
• -The safest water sur ply is the AKSB water connection 
because this is treated water but Sinclair d. aL (2000), 
showed there ha\'e been a number of documented 
waterborne outbreaks in countrie~ with a good water 
treHtment Jlractice'i. 
.. Fn-e rrsidual chlorint" had total ,;olation of 86.7%. All ~ample!' 
from GFS nnd OHT hn,·e ,•iolation in FRC. 
, 89.2% of J)C ha.r; 1iolation of FRC although tlw ht"alth sf afT oftrn 
monitors this system. For DC, need to be chlorimttion at h·a~t 
onct> a month but thi~ proc't'clure fniled . 
• TI1e consumers (ftO-l %) r~fu!'1ed/ not keen for chlorination 
because: 
1. th(>~' helie,•e that chlorine can kill their plantations and nnimnls 
including '"ayam serama'', fi!'h 
• • r::-.· '"~~*' '?,"(...,,>,,<~~ ~·:. ., .P~_:s:·:_·~:..:·.~:~-~--~.f 
·.·, · r,... w-~~.r ~ -
2. thr,- ,H~Iik.ed n:~· sm~u·a~d·~~~-t~ of cht~;in; ~;.· :,· 
3. thev belic,·cd thnt chlorine can damaged the dt."Ctrlc pump 
4. son:etimes the health stffff a~ked the consumer to put the 
chlorine by them~elvcs but actually they use-d it for otlu-r 
purpo!ll~ such as denning the drain and tofl<"t. 
a 5.2: Consumer satisfactions on the quantity ~nd 
quality of rural water supplies by BAKAS proJect. 
• 33.fl% of tht> consumer complained getting inadequate water 
· h ter from AI<SJJ.ll•ev have to 
supplv t>spec•allv tho~ w o u~ wa . • 
get alternath•e ,;.ater !OOUrce to support their needs. 1 hese 
'tu fj' nnqA ~hem tO warer-borne diseaseS beC3lL'Oe 
s1 a ons mav ex ........ • . 
majority of the sources they choose are unsamtary sources 
(30.4 %) and not monitored hy MOll. 
99 1 
o/ 1 d · --e of anv water rC>lated health prohlems or 
• • /0 1a no f'xpcraen... • 
d
. 99 7o/ .. gr-d for continuing the JJAKAS rural water 
ISt"B~S • • /0 .. "'' • t th th 
• b r. tl em the quantity is more amportan an e 
prOJt."Cl1; ccause .or 1 
I
. t h·l•'*"'• The water supply was also cheap that 
water qua 1ty or po a • .. _,. 
tht>V can afford it. M~tt> than RO.O% of th~ consumer are satisfied with the colour, 
1
11 od d tiL.- uali ... , narameter of the rural water ta~te, our an o •n:r q •-• •. 
I
. )tho ~ tn • r;ty of the warer actually are- not potahll' ~upp ~~ a u~... aJo • • 
after t~tt>d with tht> ~tandard in~trum("'lts. 
• 5.1.2: Physical 
• 'The total of pH violation is 55.2% in which majority of it has low 
P H (<6.5) csp«iaPy in OHT and DC Th~ 2 systems are raw 
water supply and not a trea~ water. There is no slum or lime 
added in the water supply. Majority of tbc.<~e water sys~m are 
mixed with rain, 'ft·hich i.e; more acidic type. 
• (~nly ~.5% of the total samples have violation in colour with no 
,,olation at all in GFS and AKSB,which indicates that the wa~r 
:are Vl'ry cll."ar •nd colour)f'SS. 
• 19.3% of the tornl SAmple-; have turbidity> 5 NTU, in which the 
pmblcn' occurs in the GFS, OIIT and DC. This is becau.'le of the 
gTcat demand from the con.•mmcrs. there is no enou(dl time for 
natural ~imentntion process to take place. · 
• 5.1 .. 3: Chemical 
• 3.7% ofviolanons ocrurs In ammonia nnd iron and these n]y • 
DC. DC il' more cxpo~ed to unde1wouml contaminntlo fro · m 
·r li .1• n om ~o•, e1-ti JT.<"f' and other sub~tances compare 'ftith OHT ... beca 
it is more ~ha llower. use 
• lkcnuse of financial r~tnint, this ~tu,ly is unable to assess the 
prf'srnrl" of otht>r chemicals (such as .aluminium), h~.ny mPtals 
(~uch as lt>ad, mercury, arsenic), total biocides, organochl · 
··d ( h td• on~ pestict e~ sue as a Tm, DDT, lind ant>), herbicides (su h 2 4-
ll) and rndioacthity {f;uch a~ gro!'~ a. and wos.o:; 1\). c as ' 
• ~l<'a''Y ~etals in the cnvitonmt>nt hnvt> l>t'come a major concern 
111 puhhc health. 
• 5.3: Snnitary sun'€'Y fot· determination the risk of contamination 
of rural "'ater system 
• Sanitary survey is rather economical and intelligent approach to 
ha('teriolo~cal ~tin2 whE're fund in~ Is limited (Uyod, 1991 ). 
• GFS had the high~t percentage of high risk (36.6%) of 
con(amination and need urgent action. GFS i.e; difficult for 
disinfl.'ctions because this sysrem have big operational uea and 
pr<Kiuce plenty of "'ater. 
• AKSR water ronnection are tbe safest water to tLc;e for drinking 
(unly 4.8% of high risk of contamination). · 
a OIIT has more (12.5%) high risk tor contamination than DC.But 
after as..CJessment by risk analysis, OIIT need low action priority 
and DC nt>t>d hi~er action priority. 
v-
I 
Chi-square test showed that there is an association bem·een risk 
of contamination and p~esentt of E.coli or water potability (X z 
== 64.00, p < 0.0001). au-square test also showed that dtere is an 
association between risk of ()Ontamination and type of ~·ater 
!Oystem (X 2= 71.471, p<fi.OOOl). 
• These sanitary score fonns enables n ha7.ard scor<.> tn h<.> 
a.SSigned tn the particular water ~upply based on the total 
numb<-r of hnzard found; ho,..·evcr, differential n·eif!htinf! mny 
he ne<"~snry t() allo-w fnr local conditions. 
6.1: CONCLUSION 
6.1.1:Thc potability of rural "'ater supplit>s in Tanah 1\·fcrah nnd 
Pasit· Puteh are still not ~·ery satisfactory. 
-The most important \'\'ater quality parnmt>tcr is the freedom 
from pathoJ!t>nic microorganisms contained in fnecnl material. 
6.1.2: Each type ofrUTal ~·nter system has its o"n Jlrohlems ~·ith the 
con!rtrllction facilities, the maintenance, the consumer's 
perce-ption, the quaJHy and thr- quantity. 
-The main problems for GFS, OHT and DC are the pr~enc<' of E. 
coli, "'att-r p H Je.qs than 6.5, turbidity more than 5 NTU and low 
FRC "ith !itnnJI perccnfn~ of •iolntion in pJu~phnt<\ ii'On nncl 
ammonia 
• 6.13: 1\'bjority of the consumt'rs is ~~~tisfit'd ~ith tht> qualil)• of 
rural ~·ater S)'!ltem although (..6.2 % at·r still complnining of not 
enough water. 
6.2: J~ECOMM!JfJIJA710NS 
11 
6.2.l:Thi~ is only an exploratory study. 
• Further studie.~ are needed on each water system in 
detail and to correlate with incidence of di~easc~ ~uch a.'l 
water-borne di!fca!fes,poisonin~ and other health 
problems. 
11 
f{nowledge attitude practice (KAP) study should be 
done on safe drinking water and good personal hygiene. 
11 
This study can be extended for detail risk analysis and 
risk management of rural water supply. 
111 
USM, f\elantan 8hould httve itq own 
publiclenvironmental health laboratory to monitor the 
drinking water quality and other environmental 
pollution. 
• 6.1.4: Regulftr snnitnty inspections and \\'ater anah•ses are both 
Important in maintaining safe drinking water .... p·1: . ,. .. p tes. 
• ~amtary sun•ey score showed tbat GFS h h' . 
contnmination. as more •gh nsk for 
• -Then~ are significant associations hem . . 
· 
1 1 
• een samtarv sm;ye'' 
score 'Rlt 1 t 1e Wftkr potabilit,• and "''" f 1 • · • • • a·t"S 0 rura wafer supplies. 
• ~.2.2: ~rlnking water protection is a shared responsibility "'''(~h·mg. w~t~r suppliers, I~ land state 1!-0vernments, an'd 
busml'ss mdJvJduals. 
• Plans of action for imprming access and qualitv of da-inki arc: . ng water 
• a. 
D b. 
• c. 
• d. 
• (.>, 
II f. 
• i. 
wat('r policies, l('f!islarlon and standards 
watel' quality surveillance and control 
increase in access to sare water ami promotion of disinfection 
community participation and education 
establishment of a partnership 
prevent contAmination from enttring wattr source includin 
propt>r managentent of waste water pesticides r·esidual g 
consumer must know the source of ""--t· d . ki 
t 
• . ""'- r rm ng water and 
I!" mvolved m activity to protect it 
/ 
6.2.3: This study recommmded that good hygiene p~ac~es arc 
the etTectin means of interrurting fecal-oral tran..qmw10n and 
decrt>a~ing the interfamiliul ~prcad of diarrhdl di~asc pathogen..q, 
poor hygiene practi~ may be due to ignorance of sanitary 
principle5, high cost, scarcUy of dean water or distance fmn\ il 
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